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Court Mo'we IJiipopiiIar 
Witli Proliatioii
'TOO MUCH DEUY IF MOVED TO VICTORIA' SAYS FORMER PROSECUTOR
'Waste Of Time For Police'
Sidney’s two probation officers 
are “most unhappy” about the 
likelihood of local court services 
being moved into Victoria in the 
New Year. Mrs. Susan Langlois 
and Neil Pearce have sent a 
letter to Attorney General Alex 
McDonald protesting the up­
coming move.
Copies of the letter have also 
been sent to the mayors of North 
Saanich, Sidney and to A.E. 
Jones, Regional Director, 
Community Corrections, 
Department of Human 
Resources.
“We feel the move will reduce 
the service given to our com­
munity,” wrote the officers. “We 
are aware of the overcrowding of 
Central Court which can often 
delay justice for a period of 
months, a problem which we do 
not have, to deal with here.”
The two probation officers said 
they felt the “administration of 
justice in the municipalities of 
Sidney and North Saanich will 
suffer greatly if the excellent 
court facilities in Sidney are 
terminated.”
They feel that serious con­
sideration should be given to 
appointing someone to take 
Judge Denzil Ashby’s place when 
he retires. Initially, the reason 
for the court transfer to Victoria 
occurred because J udge Ashby 
will face mandatory retirement 
due to a recent Government Bill 
{as yet not proclaimed) that will 
limit a judge’s service on the 
bench tb age 65. >
J “However, as the Bilt has not 
yet -been ' proclaimed,” said the
officers, “there seems no good 
reason to move the Court to 
Victoria in January as is planned 
at present We definitely hope 
that as long as Judge .Ashby is 
allowed to sit that the Sidney 
Court will be kept open.”
Pearce and Langlois both say 
that the planned move would 
appear to be contrary to the 
Government’s system of having 
communities deal with their own 
problems. “It would seem rather 
pointle.ss,” they told the Attorney 
General, “to have Community 
Correction Centres and alter­
natives to incarceration set up by 
a community if the sentencing is 
being done in a Central Court 
which no doubt, on occasion will 
be unaware of the special 
facilities in our area.”
“From an economic point of 
view, we are concerned about the 
waste of time of Police Officers, 
Probation Officers and Social 
Workers in travelling and 
awaiting their case when there 
are long lists. Here in Sidney, this 
personnel is all readily available 
to the Court but not required to be 
sitting through a long Court until 
their case comes up.”
Former Sidney Provincial 
Court Prosecutor Ken Stevenson 
told The Review he also felt the 
move to Victoria would be un- 
wise.'-;':
“They are already setting 
dates in Victoria three-and-a-half 
months away... we didn’t have 
that problem out here.” he said.
Stevenson, who has now 
devoted hs time) completely; to 
prova te practice at his Sidney
hereoffice, was prosecutor 
almost two years.
“1 feel this move is un­
fortunate,” he said. “It’s ex­
tremely inconvenient for people 
to have to travel into Victoria.”
“One of the basic ideas behind 
good justice is that cases should 
be dealt with as soon as 
possible,” he said. “There will be 








CHILDREN OF MCTAVISH SCHOOL line up for bus No. 7, apparently unaware of the controversy regarding] 
its safety.
mmmw lifestyle eiw eepreive Levi Wan’t Replj To Island Indians
EVICTION NOTICE DELAYED FOR BRENTWOOD BOAT RESIDENT
Would Pay Taxes, Install Holding Tanks Says Boat Owner
TRIBAL FEDERATION
WANTS TO DISCUSS HOUSING ASSISTANCE
LIVING ABOARD STILL ILLEGAL REPLIES COUNCIL
A young couple, who were 
ordered by the municipality, to 
vacate their premis.es within 30 
days, appeared before Central 
Saanich council Monday evening 
to plead their case.
Cam Hartley and his wife live 
on a boat in Brentwood Bay.
Recently they were told by 
Inspector of Services Norm 
Porter they were contravening a 
1967 municipal bylaw which 
prohibits persons from living on a 
boat. Council had .decided that 
while this bylaw has, not been 
enforced in the past it was now; 
their responsibility to do so. 
:“The question of hying on a 
boat is much larger than a shake 
, of the heail and a letter addressed 
to the 'ooat saying we must move 
off,” said Harley.
“It is a question of different 
lifestyles.”
He said many people are 
moving onto boats partly because 
of the housing crisis or perhaps 
because they enjoy that style of 
life.
He appealed to council to set up




‘Why not live on a boat?” he 
asked.
“If it’s pollution, we’d be only 
too happy to put in holding 
tanks.” ,5
Another objection that is 
sometimes raised, he said, is that 
the nature of the waterfront 
would be defaced.
“My boat is nice and clean and 
I keep it painted.
“And we help look after other { 
boats as well,” he added.
People living on boats don’t pay 
taxes, is another Common 
jection he said, adding, “but we 
would be quite prepared to pay 
taxes.” ) .
“In fact I would enjoy paying 
taxes because then I would feel 
part of the community rather 
than an outsider.”
He said he could foresee a time 
when boats would come under the 
same classification as mobile 
homes which under new
provincial legislation, makes 
mobile homes compatible with all 
other forms of house con­
struction.
He suggested Central Saanich 
council could be a forerunner and 
lead other municipalities in 
setting up a committee to study 
the matter in depth.
“You could set up standards 
and laws governing houseboats 
that would be acceptable to all,” 
he said.
EXTEND DEADLINE 
Hartley also asked council if 
they would extend the deadline 
for living aboard his boat.
He explained he jhad paid his
“Even if he told us to go to hell, 
at least we’d know where to go,” 
said Southern Vancouver Island 
Tribal Federation President Tom 
Sampson on Monday, charging 
that all attempts to get a reply 
from Human Resources Minister 
Norm Levi, to a request for 
housing assistance, have failed.
A letter to Levi from former 
federal Minister of Indian and 
Northern Affairs, Jean Chretien, 
and followrup telegram from the 
Tribal Federation have never 
been answered by Levi, Sampson 
told The Review, and his 
(Sampson’s) calls to the 
Minister’s office have never been i 
answered.
Recently re-elected> to 
presidency of: the ) federa tion,L
Indian housing.
Under such an agreement, said 
Sampson, the federal govern­
ment would provide 75 per cent 
(through Indian Affairs and 
CMHC) and the province 25 cent.
These would be loans, ex­
plained federation treasurer Gus 
Underwood, and would even­
tually be repaid.
At this point, however, Samp­
son added, the federation would 
simply like to discuss the matter 
with the Human Resources 
:Minister.'x;'
“ If he ga've us a yes or no, 
Sampson said, iU would help the 
federation, adding) thaU a iino’ 
ansNver would mean tlie Indians 
: would ))beiiri ;s^^^ 
alternatives to their problem.
rent for six months in advance | Sampson explained that money Magnitude of the housing
a T received from ' the- federal s'
N. SAANICH REFUSE LAND SALE OFFER
150 Acres Too Expensive
SIDNEY PROBATION OFFICERS Neil Pearce and 
Susan Langlois.
LOADING RAMP FOR FISH BOATS
A loading ramp will he cori- 
struclod at Shoal Harbour in 
Sidney under a $■15,720 contract 
awarded to Pacific Pllodriving 
Co. Ltd,, thc Jlonourablc Charles 
M. Drury, Minister of Public 
Works, announced today,
The Victoria firm submitted 
the lower of two bids in iTsponso 
to public advertisement. The 
higher bid was $47,'2;)i9. The 
project is being paid for by the 
(cdcriiT Department of the Eii' 
vironment,
Tho loading rump will measure 
103 feet long by 14 feet wide and 
will bo constructed of timber 
piles and a treated 'wooden 
superstructure. When finished in 
five rnonth.s the ramp will bo u.sed 
in the loading and unloading of 
fishing Iwfts,
Plans and speclfleations were 
prepared In the Pacific Region 
oHlcc of the federal Department 
of Public Works, The project
manager is A1 Marr of Ihc; 
department's Vancouver oUice.
NEW CHIEF?
Sidney Volunteer Fire 
Department’s election of a new 
chief on Thursday has resulfetl in 
a'.tie.^ ■ :
lncuml)ent Chief liugl'i l.ohey 
and cluiIlengerMel Baldwin both 
received ; il voles In the 
aHSocialion compeiuion, -
Agreemenl eduld' not be 
reached on a inetlaxl lo break the 
tie Thursday, although some 
decision in expected after the 
group’s regular meeting 
tomorrow.
The Heview has learned that 
department memherft aro con­
sidering three alternatives to 
.Bolving tho matter: putting both 
names In a hat and choosing the 
chief for the next two years by 
chance, holding another vote and 
— most likely choice — allowing 
each man to servo for one vear,
In two separate actions 
Monday evening North Saanich 
council refused an offer lo .sell it 
1.50 acres of undeveloped land 
and agreed to advise the regional 
board that they wished it to table 
an tipplicniion to lift the pareel 
from tlie provincial land freeze.
Land owner H.A. ', Linobam 
wrote (0 eniincil In advise them 
that he wishe.s lo dispose ot the 
150 acre parcel on Land.s End 
Road, describing it as “a 
beautiful piece of land that could, 
and should, be u.sod for 
recreational or greentTClt 
facilities,”
1 TheB.C,. Land Cummlssion had 
told him. luncham said, that they 
hud Insufficient money to pur­
chase the property and referred 
him to the Environment and 
I Land Use Committee. A leller 
hml lieon sem lo this eommltlee, 
ho, said,',, ■
’’Theproperty in question," the 
leller to council contimied, “is 
hold under the Agricultural 
Reserve of the Land Commission 
and ifi zoned for five acre 
development.”
Llneham said ho would ap­
preciate North Saanich making 
him an offer to purchase tho land.
“1 am sure you are aware of tho 
market value of this property, 
his offer said, “however. 1 would
be prepared to consider any 
legitimate offer of purchase.”
The loiter from Llneham was 
"received and filed” on the 
motion of Aid. George Cumpston 
with the comment: “Un 
fortunatley we’re not in a 
financial position to make an 
offer.”
Th(‘ land had tieen offered for 
sale for $;i.500 an acre, Cumpston 
claimed. Aid. Eric Sherwood 
agreed: “If the B.C. Land 
CoinmlB,sion can't afford it, we 
certainly can't,”
Later in the meeting, on the 
recommendation of the district’s 
community development com 
mitico, a motion w'a.s passed 
rc(|ucsting regional hoard tabling 
of a land freeze exemption 
re(|uest,'' ,
The firm of Holmes and 
Isherwood had muck; application 
on Lineham’s behalf to have the 
parcel exempted from the land 
ireeze,
Council had three,alternatives, 
it was told by Clerk Ted Fairs: 
they could approve the ap 
plicnlidn, not approve it, or ask 
that it be tabled.
The tabling will be until 
Lineham explalas what purpose 
lie intends to put the land to if 
unfrozen, and What services It 
might require.
fand if he has to leaye within a 
month he will have to forfiet four
months rent) ; )
He added that he thought it 
would be impossible to find 
alternate accommodation in such 
a short time.
Alderman Percy Lazarz said 
that Hartley had missed one 
point.
It is the public which dictates 
waterlots and land usage and 
since 1967 living aboard a boat is 
not allowed, he said,
Anyone renting space to a live 
aboarder is doing so illegally and 
on that basis Hartley should have 
recourse to the individual renting 
the space recover his four months 
rent, Lazarz continued.
He added no one is quarreling 
with anyone’s lifestyle but 
allowing this type of living is not 
supported liy the Advisory 
Planning Commission.
Aid. Ray Lament questioned 
whether it was “renting” or 
“moorage” they were talking 
about and Hartley admitted it 
wa.s moorage.
COUNCIL DIVIDED 
Aid, Dave Hill said.: "I don't 
apologi'ze for my decision to 
enforce (lie bylaw.”
“I don't think the community 
would accept the idea of ptmple 
living abfMird boat.s in Ilrimlwood 
Bay,”".
However, he added, since 
linrtloy had paid for the coming 
four months ho moved council 
iivstriKd iliv services inspector lo 
give Hartley the extra four 
months notice.
Aid, Zacli Hamilton said he 
would support the motion, ad 
ding, ho was Imprcssod with 
Hartley’s plea and his choice To 
live the way ho wants 
He warned couneil. on the other 
hand, to look at the liroad aspect 
lekl this bo the forerunner of a 
number of boats In the Bay,
Aid. Earl Tahor said while he 
sympathized with Hurltey’s
Cniillmictl on Page It
government for housing; isn’t 
sufficient for the Indian’s housing 
needs, and the request to Levi for 
a meeting is an attempt to find 
other sources of funds.
The Indian’s proposal, he said, 
is that the province agree to 
designate the Island reserves as 
rehabilitation areas -- then 
participate in a joint federal- 
provincial agreement to provide 
too per cent of funds needed for
Bus driver Flem Bondorff, was 
fired by the Peninsula School 
Board following a minor accident 
on Tuesday, Oct. 22 at Pat Bay 
Highway and McTavish .Road in 
which Bondorff'ran into the rear 
of a vehicle driven by S.C. Cor­
nish, Victoria.
Bondorff claims the accident 
was the result of faulty brakes oh 
the 14-year old bus —- a bus which 
the testing station recommended 
be replaced as soon as- possible.
Bondorff told the Review 
Thursday “some of these buses 
shouldn’t be on the road.”
He said he has repeatedly 
warned the .school board ad­
ministration the brakes on the 
bus were faulty and the bus 
should be taken off the road..
The brakes^ have been set up 
three times since Sept. 23, 
Bondorff said.
When lie took the bus in tlie first 
time, service station/operator 
Barry Bennett told ' him the 
brakes couldn’t be set up 
anymore. However, when the.bus 
failed to pass its motor vehicle ) 
test because of faulty brakes, it 
Iiad to be taken back and the 
brakes set up once again)
Bondorff said he invited Hans 
Mlplholrri,^ .bus, supervisor, on to ,/ 
the bus to show him the problem 
he was having with the brakes, 
and Molholm admitted they were 
soft. The only instructions he 
received, however, were,to have 
the brakes set up.
DOING NO GOOD 
“I told him having the brakes
hortfallonlheT9; Island reserves 
can be seen in the difference
between funds allocated THis year j sot up wasn’t doing any good/at) 
by the federal government, and all.”
the amount requested by the Following the Oct. 22 accident, 
federation. Bondorff continued bn his route,
Only $722^000 was budgeted for discharged his; passengers arid 
the 1974 75 fiscal year for j went to the school board office to
report the incident.
Board Secretary-Treasurer 
Ross Ingram asked B.ondorff if he 
would be able to make his af­
ternoon run and Bondorff told 
him: “I can, if I gear down.”
housing, water, sewer, roads and 
other improvements — while the 
Indians had requested $2,833,090.
(Continued on Page :t
Bondorff said Ingram then 
iastructed him to “drive the bus 
and have the brakes fixed in the 
morning.”
The following mbrnirig Bon­
dorff took the bus to Barry 
Bennett’s service station on 
Beacon Ave. Bennett later told 
him he had set up tho brakes.
When Bondorff took his ac­
cident report to the school board
(’oiitiiiiied on Pago 2
FORMER PREMIER: 
'/'VlSlTSivSJDNEY^:'
TIUIIAU FEDERATION RHESIDENT Tom Sampson 
can’t seem to get past the switchbonrfJ on repeated calls 
to Human ResourcevS Minister Norm Levi. Sampson 
wants to discuss with the Minister a Vancouver Island 
Tribal Federation reciuest for housing assistance funds. 
Levi, says Sampson, refuses to reply to his calls.
Former Premier W A.C,;; 
Bennol piild a surprise visilt lb 
one of his staunchest Sidney 
supporlers last week, He ealled 
at The Sidney Review office and 
chatted with M rs. A.O, Berry who 
asked him whni should be done 
with the present Preinler.
“Throw him /out! “ said JMr, 
Bennet,.,)
Accompanying Mr, Bennett 
was h IH c 1 oso f rie nd a hd 
colleaguo Waldo Skillings. /The 
two were en route to the .Sociiil 
Credit Ctonventlon In Vancouvor 
when they decided to stop at The 
Review office for a cup of Mrs. 
Berry’s renowned tea,
"It was wonderful to see them 
both again," the said alter her 
vlHltors left for the airport. V’Mr. 
Bennet seemed happy and looked 
extremely well '
ISLAND FIJKNITURE MART •-™-
9B42 “ BUD. ST.* i"*^*****'**a^^ SIDNEY
656-3724 I \ 656-3032
LIBERATOR
>^ 2 Cycle Wash 
> Pre- Rinse 
,Self';C!ean'Filter/"-''
★ Butcher Block Wood Top
and then some. |00
I Nut l•x^lt‘Uy as HluxtriUetD
iMi IggHHI
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office, with faulty brakes listed 
as contributing to the accident, 
!:» was asked to hold on to the 
report for a , fcouple of days 
because otherwise they would 
have to take the bus off the road.
' Bondorff pointed out 48 hours 
had already elapsed and the bus 
was stiU on the road 
He cited another incident which
occurred last spring on the West 
Saanich Road when the bus he 
was driving had a complete 
brake failure. At the time there 
were between 60 and 65 school 
children on board. He didn’t 
finish the run that day and the 
brakes were patched up, but the 
bus remained on the road for 
another three to four weeks 
before it was replaced with a new 
one.
Bondorff said he recommended 
another bus be hired for the in­
terval because he felt the bus was 
“too dangerous’’ to drive, but 
was told it would cost too much
)idmf
I would like to thank all the 
customers who have supported 
me over the past 4% years, and 
wish the new owners, Mr & 
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A new bus was ordered almost 
a year ago to replace the bus he 
was driving but it still hasn’t 
arrived.
Ingram told The Review 
Monday that he doesn’t recall 
Bondorff having mentioned a 
problem with the brakes until the 
day following the accident.
He said the. bus driver is 
responsible for his bus and he has 
the final say.
If he has any doubts about the 
safety of the bus he should do 
something about it, he said.
“We had no feeling there was 
•anything wrong with those 
brakes after it liad been passed 
by the testing station,’’ Ingram 
said.
He added Bennett found 
nothing w'rong with the brakes 
although he made an adjustment 
HYDRO BL’S 
IHUKD
On Thursday noon when 
Bondorff insisted the brakes were 
defective “we took the bus off the 
road,’’ he said, adding he phoned 
B.C. Hydro and got a 
replacement for it.
On Friday morning, following
the accident the bus was taken 
through the testing station and 
was passed. It was then taken
into Victoria where it was 
completely stripped down, 
Ingram said.
He said they couldn’t find 
anything wrong with it.
Ingram said eye witness ac­
counts of the accident reported 
Bondorff had come from an in­
side lane behind a lumber truck, 
pulled into the outside lane and 
passed the truck. The warning 
lights were blinking and one of 
the students shouted to draw 
Bondorff’s attention. The Cornish 
vehicle slowed down and stopped 
at the intersection and Bondorff 
stood up and “stomped” on the 
brakes to slow down the bus. He 
nudged into the Cornish vehicle.
Ingram feels it was because tlie 
brakes did work that a more 
serious accident was prevented.
“He hadn’t geared down,” he 
said.
COULD HAVE BEEN 
WORSE
He said if the brakes hadn’t 
taken hold he would have pushed 
the Cornish vehicle into the in­
tersection and perhaps over­
turned the bus.
“As soon as I read the first 
report, I took him off the road and 
suspended him.”
On Oct. 28 the Board met and 
decided to discharge him, 
Ingram said.
“There was no way we could
the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees to give them their 
reasons for discharging Bon­
dorff.
The union decided to press for a 
grievance in spite of the fact that 
one of the members on the 
grievance committee, a fellow 
bus driver, said he felt the board 
was within their rights to 
discharge Bondorff.
He said he couldn’t condone a 
bus driver who would take a bus 
out when there was a problem 
with it.
Adjustments on a bus are the 
responsibility of the bus driver, 
he said.
Ingram said all Peninsula
areSchool Board buses 
“mechanically sound.”
He said there is a fleet of seven 
buses - 1974 F ord, 1972 In­
ternational, 1969 General Motors 
Company, two 1966 In­
ternationals, 1965 International, 
and a 1960 International.
The 1960 International, which 
Bondorff was driving, should be 
replaced within the month, 'he 
said, adding the 1965 In­
ternational will be the next to be 
replaced.
There are'over 200,000 miles on 
the 1960 model, which is over the 
recommended number of miles a 
bus should be on the road, and the 
1965 model has over 180,000 miles.
Where meats are.a specialty, not a sidiJjna I
take a chance like that.”
\ The following day the Board 
met with representatives from
* • • V ^ ^ * i
■■ '.7
' -it, ^ ^
:SEVENTEEN: TURKEYS' 
awarded to entrants in
and thr^e iharns were
on;
Sunday. The next shoot will take place December 15. 
The contests are open events and include rifle, shotgun j 
handgun, .22 and black powder competitions. 
Predominant on Sunday afternoon were the black 
powder enthusiasts, spewing smoke and flames in all 
directions as they lit up their ancient muzzle loaders. 
Organized by club secr^jtary Jim Allen, the shoot at­
tracted nearly 70 spectators and participants from
S> M :
I 7#*
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COME IN AND MEET MARY McMILLAN. 
SHE C,".f! SHOW YOU ALL OUR HEW STYLES.
2446 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. fh.: 656-5913
MOH
TURKEY BINGO
Thursday, Dec. 5, 8:00 p.m.
K of P Hall - 9760 Fourth St., Sidney 
15 Games - 15 Turkeys over 12 lbs.
5 Extra Games for Cash
Sponsored by Victory Lodge No. 63, 
Knights of Pythias
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
TOP ROUND ROAST. . . . . .  *1”'b








FATT’s iOftSTIflG CHICKEN......................89 eb,
5-6 l.BS. BAGS FROZEN
OllCREN LEGS   99'»
For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
156:15501
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
NO MAHER HOW YOU LOOK AT
You Save ’20“





Lumber/Building Supplies & Hardware
2046 KEATING X ROAD / For Sorvico: Tolophom: 652 1121
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LEVI WON’T ANSWER TELEPHONE
Continued from Page 1
The result, Sampson said, is an 
inability to even catch up with 
programs established in the past.
On the Tsartlip reserve, which 
he represents on the federatin, 
eleven houses have been con­
structed in the past two years.
They are supposed to be 
building 14 per year, he ex­
plained, under a five year 
program that, two years ago, 
called for 60 homes to be added to 
the reserve.
That figure has now been 
revised to 79 needed new housing 
units, Sampson said, but, still, 
only 11 have beep built — and the 
five year program is into its third 
year.
Speculating on why his letters, 
telegrams and phone calls have 
not been answered by Levi, 
Sampson described it as “typical 
of this particular government.”
“They haven't responded to 
any Indian requests,” he said.
“This whole government hasn’t 
responded to anything.”
Provincial assistance is 
required, Sampson explained, 
because most Indians — on low 
incomes or social assistance — 
can’t afford the usual type of 
CMHC mortgage.
The province participates in 
joint agreements for housing for 
such groups as non-status In­
dians, he said, and on other 
matters such as education.
“But when it comes to housing, 
they refuse to get involved with 
us.”
Alternate Lifestyle
Continued from Page 1 
predicament he felt council 
should get details on what other 
boats might be involved before 
making any decision.
“We can’t go into this willy- 
nilly,” he said.
“Somebody else may have a 
five-year contract.”
Hill said he believed there were 
currently four houseboats in 
Central Saanich one of which was 
anchored out in the Bay and not 
paying moorage.
KXTPNSION CH.VNTKl)
He said council intends to 
enforce tlie bylaw but each live 
aboarder should have the right to 
come to council and be judged on 
his own merits.
lleailded that at this lime there 
just aren’t any apartments 
around to rent and these people
towould be left with no where 
live.
Lament said marina opcu'ators 
should be informed of the bylaw 
and should be compelled to see 
the law is enforced.
Hamilton said: “This council 
decided there should be no 
houseboats. That is a fait ac­
compli, a unanimous decision.”
However, he added, the :W days 
notice, in the light of rental 
shortage, was pretty difficult and 
since this had been going on since 
1967 giving them another four 
months “wouldn’t hurt” as long 
as each case was judged on its 
own ineriLs.
Council agreed lo give Hartley 
the e.xtra four months notice with 
Mayor .Jean Hutler breaking the 
tie and casting the deciding vote 
for the extension.
ELECTRIC HOUSEWARES




FORMER V^U-:{3 RESIDENCES have home will eventually be moved to 
been purchased by Island Indian Qualicum. Purchase of the houses — 
bands, The Review has learned. Five negotiated on an inter-departmental 
of the houses went to the Tsartlip Band basis — will, in a small way, help to 
in Brentwood, with two of the buildings alleviate an acute housing shortage on 
already in place on the reserve. This the local reserve.
COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON 
FROM
BEACON TAXI LTD.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Beacon Avenue Phone ,656-1171
Partying C^ll Us
656-5588





The ladies’ section of the Glen 
Meadows Golf Club held the first 
of their winter bridges in the club 
lounge on Tuesday afternoon, 
Nov. 26. Those present were: 
Mrs. G. Paulin, Mrs. H. Jones, 
Mrs. F'.H. Davies, Mrs. V. 
Walhee, Mrs. S. Criddle, Mrs. J. 
Bowerman, Mrs. A.L. Reeve, 
Mrs. J. Maclonnachie, Mrs. J.H. 
Wilson, Mrs. E.A. Robertson, 
Mrs. R. Weston, Mrs. T.C. 
Holmes, Mrs. A. McKeever, Mrs. 
'■"■L.;Babcock.'".
Tea was served and prizes 
were won by Mrs. F.H. Davies; 
Mrs. N. WaIker, Mrs.- H. Jones 
and Mrs. G Paulin. The next 
bridge will be held on January 14 
at 1:15 p.m.
Sidney Teens Activity Group 
and their summer replacement, 
Good^Times Incorporated, both 
received a good reception at 
North Saanich council Monday — 
although neither of their requests 
were exactly granted.
Grant requests totalling $2355 
were referred to the in-coming
council for consideration, with 
recommendation that they be 
included in the provisional 
budget for 1975.
Both grant requests — $500 for 
Good Times, $1855 for STAG ~ 
were equal to amounts that will 
be requested from Sidney.
Synday Luncheon
and
O.A.P.O. BRANCH NO. 25 
O.A.P.O. branch no. 25 hold 
their general meeting on the first 
Thursday of the month, and on 
the third Thursday of the month 
for social activities, in the Senior 
Citizens’ Activity Centre on 
Resthaven Drive. All are 
welcome regardless of age, and 
membership is open to those of 
any age who are interested in the 
activities of the Pensioners,
The group will hold their 
annual Christmas dinner and 
entertainment for members, on 
Dec. I2lh at the auditorium of the 
Senior Citizens’ Activity Centre 
at 12 noon, v'
THURSDAY SEA FpOD'^E 
With S^nied Clams, Baked Oysteis, ( 
Any Other Day A-LA-CARTE MENU
mmiimn
FOR THE THE HOLIDAYS
OPEN CHRISTMAS DAY 
AND NEW VEAR'S EVE 
AND NEW YEAR’S DAY
Closed 23 and 24th December Only
RESERVATIONS 656-3541
Warms food. An electric fopjd; 
warmer is built right Info tlie 
top, providing portable, waist- 
high warming in no extra 
kitchen space. Independently 
controlled. Only Inglis has it.
r i|
DEEP COVE CHALET
2 speed waMhlng. CEN'l’IvE
six.’ed Ibr delicate diHlnvare;
SUPER SPEED EOU
IIA HI) n 0 I CI.EANS,
TfmecGardttn ~ tUnitig Lounge
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimm
Uiicominoiily Built-in
Sonic .Shield dro|).s operating




,\uUun.rlii'.ill.v .till.'* is|i dlciv. 
drying of glassware Pill iii" 
diraior I urns amlier ’vhen it
lllllllg,
Has a reversible' cutting 
board. One side of this 
beautiful hard cherry cutting 
board, is for cutting; the other 
is for show/
I’o d-down divider^ This siiacemaker folds 
I*" down for largo bowls, pans or odd-slte 
utensils. Lifts back up for normal loading.
|.B .4 2 revolving spray arms for
random loading. Every item,
b'A'bvl i howovor It’o loaded, gets
thoroughly drenched again
and again. :
' !!' ' ' ' ' ' '
otBTB Erga





In-the-door removable cutlery 
basket. Ilemovod coimplotoly far 
loading, unloading sharp knives, 
JlAVniCjat forks, other flatwaro, 
ilW'lw Another Inglis ostcluslvo.
9842 - 3rd. ST., SIDNEY ■
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Local Justice
The prospect of Sidney losing its Provincial Court 
come the first of January is a very dismal one indeed. A 
general phasing-out program has been planned ^ the 
Attorney General’s office that will see Judge Denzil 
Ashby eventually retired from the bench and the entire 
Sidney court operation moved into the Central Court in 
Victoria. We believe this to be a yery inept move.
For one thing, the town and other areas of the Saanich 
Peninsula have long been served by their own 
magistrate or judge.
The Central Court is already over-burdened with 
delay and a crowded daily docket. To lump Sidney cases 
in on top will only add to the time span, niaking the 
proper dispensation of justice even more difficult; with 










9:45 a.m. Holy Communion 
7:30 p.m. Evening Service 
followed




9:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School in 
Hall
11:15 a.m. Matins
Sidney RCMP will be forced to spend many hours 
travelling back and forth on the highway to Victoria. 
This will no doubt have a serious effect on an already 
overworked detachment. It could also weaken in any 
given day an efficient police response to an emergency 
situation.
’ ■^istTV fiftV ..TVHKTY'Pi'ie... at
cWekb m DAMceiaoMS. ^i\ie tr voui€ pull




Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A. Ramsay 
Phone 656-2756 
656-1121
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
8 p.m.
After all, if one or more of the members are in Vic­
toria on courtroom matters they can hardly be called 
out to the scene of an accident or to back up a partner in 
cases of violent crimes.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Re: Safe Driving Week - 
December 1-7, 1974.
1/
This is to say nothing of the cost involved and the utter 
waste of human time for court officials such as 
probation officers (now stationed full-time in Sidney) 
travelling in and out to the city.
There is also an added dimension, we feel, in local 
people being tried within their own^ c That is
,-lan'; intangible.esset:/:vV'’
Judge Ashby is a prime example of this. He has lived 
in Sidn4^ for rhahy years Time and time again his 
; decisions as a result of dwelling amongst the people who 
come before him haye reflected a greater sense of un-
We are now well into Safe 
Driving Week which has 
been proclaimed for this 
week across Canada. As in 
the past, its purpose is to 
remind motorists that the 
deliberate, conscious act of 
driving safely and sanely 
reaps desired benefits by 
reducing the ever-
adopt is that of a defensive 
driver who:
(a) has a thorough 
knowledge of, and strictly 
observes, all traffic rules 
and regulations.
Actually the change only 
affected that portion of 
highway which is in our 
Sidney Detachment area 
and a short distance under 
Central Saanich
escalating accident ytoll.
(b) makes intelligent 
adjustments to the special 
hazards presented by 
abnormal conditions, e.g., 
mechanical function of 
vehcile, road and weather 
conditions, and his own 
physical state.
fd^standing and basiQ^hiimahity than perhaps would
(K!cur were the same persons to appear before another 
i judge in the crowded machine-like atmosphere of 
Central'.'Gourt,
We hope that the Attorney General will see fit te
There have been 
numerous tips, advice and 
suggestions offered by 
various authorities to 
assist .motorists and 
pedestrians to promote 
safety, all of which have 
excellent merit. To add to 
the list, I would suggest 
that probably the best 
driving policy, one should
( c) willingly a nd 
courteously yields to the 
other driver to avoid ac­
cidents - this, after ah, is 
defensive driving.
reconsider his decision;
Much publici ty has 
recently been given about 
the acceptance by the 
public of the new 50 MPH 
speed limit, particularly on 
. the Patricia Bay Highway.
jurisdiction. To accurately 
assess the situation, my 
Traffic Supervisor unob­
trusively monitored the 
speeds of some 1313 
vehicles over a six-hour 
period, on November 28 at 
various locations. The 
analysis was conducted 
candidly by means of radar 
so that a meaningful and 
accurate study could be 
made. The gratifying 
results were that at least 85 
percent of the motorists 
were indeed keeping within 
the new limit, 11 percent 
were in the range of 
leaving themselves open to 
twarnings, and 4 percent
w'ere travelling at speeds 
that warranted 
prosecution. The actual 
affect the speed reduction 
will have on the accident 
occurrence rate can only 
be determined in time by 
comparison of relevant 
statistical data.
The results of the speed 
survey were most en­
couraging and due credit is 
to be given to those who are 
driving responsibly within 
the limits.




3rd St, Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon.
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
(followed by Youth breakfasu 
11:15 a.m. Morning Prayer 
& Sunday School. 
THURSDAY
9:00 a.m. Holy Communion. 
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH: I
Patricia Bay.
10:00 a.m. Choral Communion 
& Sunday School. 
CONFIRMATION CLASSES. 
Wed’ /.lop.m.
Friday. i , 7:00 p.m.
in St Andrews Hall.
Rector Rev Robert Sansom 
656-4870 656-5322
EVERYONE WELCOME TO 
OUR SERVICES.
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
9830 5th Street 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible Hour 
and Sunday Sc’nool 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said 
1 am the Light of the World’’.
I leave you with this 
thought. Children learn 
safety habits from their 
parents. Wear your seat 
belt — the life you save 
may be your child’s,
Yours truly,
J.M. Nelson, Supt, 
O.C. Victoria S-Div. 
RCMP .
A fellowship of believers 
under the Lordship of Jesus 
Christ having chosen to follow 
the teachings of Christ, 
desiring to know in depth the 
Word of God. Our supreme 
desire is to know Christ and to 
be conformed into His image 
by the power of the Holy 
Spirit.
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
EveningPraise 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting T ’■ 30 p.m.
BibleStiidy > 7:30 p.m.
Pastor: Monty Moore 
9925 FIFTH STREET 
6M-3344 S ID NEY, B .C. 656-1517
United Church 
of Canada
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
S.AANTCH 
Rev. R.Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930
ST. JOHN'S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11.00 a.m. 
SundaySchool 11.00a.m.
CENTRAL SAANICH
Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK, 
7180 EastSaanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m,
;MEMORIAL GIFTS’
In Memoriam donations to the
To The: Sea.^,
Those fMjrsdns dweU^ boats about the shores of 
Peninsula, should, we feel, be given every right to 
contihue their way of life, provided certain health 
standards are met. Sewage holding tanks can be made 
mandatory, special taxes could be levied and certain 
sUmdards of ship-shape appearance be set by municipal 
authorities.
■?
Too often when a minority group choses an alternate 
life style they are subject to a certain amount of 
suspicion oh the part of the majority. Persons dwelling 
on boats are no strangers to this phenomenon. They are 
often looked at askance by those who inhabit houses.
In some parts of the United States large harbour areas 
have been set aside for those who wish to dwell upon the 
water. Sewage facilities are provided by the marinas 
concerned and regulations pertinent to the ‘live- 
aboards’ must be adhered to. On the island of Oahu 
within a stone’s throw of Waikiki beach people dwell 
month in and month out on yachts both large and small.
Surely in this time of critical inflation and housing 
shortage there must be some allowance made for those 
individuals who seek to live upon the sea . Providing they 
meet common-sense standards they have as much right 
to their life values as anyone inhabiting a house or an 
■-apartment.
Lame Ducks
There’s something to be said for letting the new man 
his say, but North Saanich council's current 
...... ' ‘ ■ 's
■
practice of referring every second matter to ‘next year 
council’ is carrying the practice too far,
Only two of the seven members of that body will be 
in January and one of the newcomers was in
' i . J. ■
the gallery Monday evening, notebooks in hand and, 
presumably, as able to offer his unofficial opinion now 
as he would be In four weeks,
Sucii a lame duck attitude on the part of our elected 
officials, combined with earlier elections, could — and 
in Uie case of North Saanich, has— re.su 1 tod in ten 
month alderman for twelve months pay,
The latter part of November and all of December are 
wasletl wafting for new members to take their seats; 
further time is taken while thc.se tyro politicians find 
their feet -- with the result thatmuch Imsincss is un* 
necessarily delayai.
Blectiorui lu all councils are slaggerod, with haU 
elected each year for a two year term.
’Hie obvious reason for this is to allow a continuity on 
council x)i dio knowledge'' ricccaeary. to llic, .decision 
making process,
Surely/experienced North Saanich aldermen, well- 
known on the penlhsula for their strong stands on any 
number of matters, cap have the courage to make a tew 
decisions in Deccml)cr tluji might effect the district in 
January,
After all, Ihcy’vc been busy making decisions all year 
that will effect North Saanich for years to come.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Re: Lowering of speed limits 
on Resthaven Dr.
If trustees Sealey and Parrott 
are that concerned about the 
safety of school children using 
Resthaven Dr. to and from 
school, then I suggest these 
ladies, and the rest of the School- 
Board, as well as parents, come 
down any afternoon after school 
and watch these same children 
perform their daily death-defying 
stunts.
Any motorist daring to use this 
route is put through the real test, 
w'hen confronted with the total 
disregard shown by students, 
either on foot or on bicycles, 
Children walking three and four 
1 abreast on the r0.1 d, when a gooc 
sidewalk has been provided. Am: 
the cyclists, many two to a bike 
(unlawful), zig-'/,agging across 
the road with no regard for other 
traffic, Trustee Sealey seems to 
think the lowering of the speed 
from 30 mph lo 20 mph is going to 
solve the iirohlem of safety to 
children, 1 say to her: "How 
about beginning at the root of the 
problem", tlie education in 
traffic safely at the .school ami 
liome of these chiklren. and the 
, following up with some sort of 
1 liatrol fi'oni the school to crack 
down on offenders, That, in itself, 
will, I’m sure, eliminate any 
problem wo might or might iiol 
Imve at the moment.
Then maybe our school 
Inislees can get back to the iluty 
tliey were elected to perform, tho 
efficieiil operation of our schools,, 
nol pUiying traffic-cops.
P,S, Bicycle by-law for (he (own 
of Sidney available at Town Hall, 
(’.Chris Anderson 
2031 Courser
ililUor, rite Review. Sin 
1 am in receiiit of a copy 
Brifn ill’s Journal of 
Organicultiire; sent to mo 
tK'cause of my vegetal i.mi.siii, 
There are five large iviges aboii 
the science of vegelarianisiii 
Extremely interesting and (0 nio 
informative, Wlien I gel around 
to it, I’ll have lo comment willi 
tlichcpt that i( ma;’ n*' pfiim’-d lit 
the Soil Associnlion Jourmil. 
They of course could nol lie ox* 
IH'Cted to put up w iih the kind of 
.Muff tSic Ueview acccpl'- from 
me.. , _
My youngest d.uigider will 
correct my ’’English ", Dorn 
the.He dauglilers, Thifi partieubr 
one, when,, we coiuerse will
sometimes turn away her head at 
my carelessness. My eldest 
daughter in an answ'er to one of 
my letters said ‘you spelled so- 
and-so wrong.’ 1 had to say ‘taint, 
the only word I can spell wrong.
It is a sad failing “over there" 
that if one is incorrect in one 
instance, it is somehow-anyhow- 
infra. This applies to otherwise 
very fine people.
Anyway, to the article. It ap­
pears to be utterly complete and 
authoritative; in my case 
devastating.
My wife and 1. tho not exactly 
the vegan type who forsw'car all 
products such as milk, eggs and 
butter, arc, according to the 
article in danger of developing 
pernicious anemia when the liody 
has put up with all it can. As I say 
I'll have lo let them have a case 
history.
Wo get oiir minerals, vitamins 
and protein almost entirely from 
wluil we grow, At the Princess 
Mary reslourant we liavc a 
weekly meal of fish. Eggs for 
cooking we luive; .separately 
three or four limes a year, milk 
and butler, riiil.s and seeds, lot.s of 
fruit, im.sprayed where possitile, 
Thai IS what we live on and now 
find Ave iinist be afraid of per­
nicious anemia.
All well' We are stuck in our 
ways and likely will not alter, 
anyway wi; have had our time, 
The eating of meat to me has a 
certain flavor of eannibnlizm and 
1 do without it, tho the other day 
at the P M I asked one of “our 
girls",, whar wail nice for lunch. 
She brought me pot-roast which I 
ate, We remember the furor 
aiiout the cannlljal in our North a 
couple of year’s ago? Let us ask 
which of us in like eircuniHiance 
would not be cannibal, I refuse to 
face it. We are compelled to say 
this is sustenance. It is the mind, 
heart and soul that matters ami it 
is jusi I his that should be of 
concern tons: would be were we 
not seltish. 1 houghttull ixfople 
become vegetarians and 
sw-ialisi.s - iho’ as lo this article 
we must be careful. 1 think tlie 
big tuturi.* is in sprouted sectls, 
F.A, Tliornley 
.'niiiOii, hlon,
upon the shoulders of a weary 
world.
Christmas is love - exalt it; 
Christmas is hope - bless it. It is 
joy to be sung, trust to be 
preserved and fellowship to be 
shared. Christmas is faith - 
declare it; it is mystery — unfold 
it; it is brotherhood- embrace it. 
Christmas is in the wonder of a 
child’s eyes, in the memories of 
an old man, in the concern of a 
mother and the strength of a 
father.
Christmas is conviction - hold 
to it; it is forgiveness and con­
ciliation, tolerance and truth;
I humour and humility. Christmas 
is the paean of praise which 
declares the glory of the universe 
and the salvation of mankind. 
Christmas is Christ— honour it.
A blessed and peaceful 




1030 Naiilon Aveinie '
Vancouver
Editor, the Review, Sir:
; id would like to draw to your 
readers' attention to' some 
historical facts regarding trails 
for walking and horsel)ack riding 
in Central Saanich. These trails 
have all been developed over the 
past five years,
1, Willow Way Trail System —
Built with funds from an l-.LP, 
(Irani on existing road 
allowances: Clnyards
developed this project while 
eliairman of pulilie works on 
Central Saanich Coviiicil, No cost 
to the Munieiiiality.
2, Gail Wickens Trail con­
necting Mt Newton Cross Road 
via Thompson Road Allowance to 
John Dean Park - huilt by
Saanich Pony Club members and 
representatives of conservation 
groups from Victoria including 
Sierra Club, Outdoor Club and 
others — in memory of Gail 
Wickens, tragically killed in a car 
accident. No cost to the 
Municipality.
3, Centennial Park Trail 
System -- Built by students from 
Mount Newton Junior Secondary 
School as a community project.
No cost to the Municipality.
4. Malcolm Road Trail — Built 
by several hundred local 
volunteers and spear-headed by 
the late “Nip" Parker. This trail 
runs from Mt. Newton Cross 
Rofid to Hovey Road and crosses 
Hagan Creek. The cost for 
materials (over $1000,00) was 
raised by a scries of locally 
sponsored projecl.s. No cost to 
the Municipality.
The building of those trails 
were all real community projects 
— with many hundreds ol local 
resideiiLs involved. The (kiuncil 
did support the projecl.s "in 
principle" •- and Mr. Carl 
Britenhack. pgblic works 
foreman at tliat time, offered 
invnlniilile help with surveys so 
that file correct road allowances 
were followed,
There is every reason that
similar Iraibs...using designated
road alloWimces •- would lie 
opened in tlie same niarmer for 
use by all re-sidents of the area •' 
and at no cost to the taxpayers.
Wtiat hotter way could there be 
to enhance tlie rural almo,sphere 





792 Sea Drive ,
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
Sunday, December 8th 
Bible Sunday
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer 
11:00 a.m. Sunday school
Rev. Dobson 652-3860
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
are an appreciated mark of 
respect used exclusively for 
research, and should be taken, or 
mailed to 857 Caledonia Avenue,; 
Victoria. Cards are sent to the 
bereaved and an official receipt 




Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Ft'llo\v.ship Hour 
Wednesday 8 p.m, 
Sunday
9:00 a,m. Service at
Fir.st Memorial Chapel 
4725 Falaisc Cres, Royal Oak 
Vacancy Pa;stor
Rev, A. F, Otke656-’2372 
Chureh Office 656-2721
Rev. R. Cunningham 
652-1909
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSU.MPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9 a.m.
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
9182 E. Saanich Rd,




10030 Third St. Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15
S: 11; 15 a.m. 
Weekday Masses 
Tuesday toEriday 9:00a,ni.
Rev. E C, Harper 
I’hone 656-'2r)i5 
.SCNDA'^’': , ' .
SundaySchool 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship ll.OOji.m. 
Evangelistic Meeting '7. p.m. 
Tl'ESDAY!











r»H(HiRESSIYE CONSERVATIVES MICE 1'
l.dltor. The Review. Sir;
(’hrislmas does not have lo tie 
an orgy of luHi/e, baubles and 
busted bank .iccounts. For 
Ctiristinii.H is ii .sigigiosl on (he 
nigged road of human hope and 
aspirations • a sequinni'd n'lanlle
The annual general meeting of 
tlie Sidney itnd Norili Saanich 
IM’Ogressive Conservative Ass’n. 
Birch Hall on Wednesday, 
.Novemlier 27lh. and was well 
auemled,
Officers elected for the 
following year were : President 
T. SI(*pheiisoii. Vlce-rmosidenl
1 ...NBss Lee-Wright. Sect eta ry -
George Westwood. Treasurer - 
Miss Hnw'lHcather.
In the president's report, 
thanks were expressed for the 
great help f^^tven by many during 
tlie recent election and for the 
genertHis donations,
Speakers inclutled Mr. Richard
Rjissctt, a member of the Young 
P.C, Ayi-’oeiation who deceirbed 
the activities of his orgiinization 
at U.Vic,, Dr. Scott Wallace, 
Provincial Leader, .spoke (if the 
of the party and th'' im 
porianee of the forthcoming 
annual convention in Kamloops.
Mr. Reward Grnfftey, M,l*. of 
Broomo-Missiatiuoi gave an 
interwstii'ig address covering the 
present siltiaiion in Ottawa and in 
(jiudiee, where his own eon* 
stilueney is, The question peritKl 
which followed led lo some Ihvely 
(xchanges. Mr Grafftey is a 







Morniho Worship ll!(M)a m.
Pravoc (t emhio Wccino&clav B'CU 
p.m.
Young People Priclav 7'-30p.m, 
' WELCOME
Your tiix communilv Ctuipeh,.' 
Inrtopondonl IMtnilv Owiwd .ihd 
Controllnd. Snndr, since I917
: WE CARE 
Dodltiitcd lo Service 
Sensible Prices
Sands Cliapel of Roses 
l•'oIn•tll Street 
SIDNEY 0Sr,-29;i2
BETHEL BAPTIbT mmnnmm nim tm
Sunday, Dcf'emher 8 
9:45a.m. SundayBibleSchonl 
H ;f)0 a,m, “The Hoot Out of 
Dry (iroiind"
7:00 p.m “Tinsel, Tinsel 
H h i n i n g Bright’’









(iianp.m, Piont'or Girls 
Wednetfday 7:3f)pm
Bible .Study and I’rayer 
Meeting
A nivisiON cir sAtinc 
VICTORIA, ;iflB I51S5
COLWOOO, .178 3ft?l 
DUNCAN, Ui 
LADYSMITH, '7.4', 2't:n ' 
NANAIMO, 7.V1 '70:iJ







It was at this pre-Christmas 
party, you see, when something 
almost instinctive drew me to the 
lianclsomest woman in the room.
Watching her I’d that feeling, 
as the lyrics of the old song go, 
that we’d met before —- but who 
knows where or when? And, 
clearly, it was reciprocal. 
Several times 1 fielded her ap­
praising glance.
Finally, summonsing my three 
ounces of raw courage, 1 asked 
her to dance. She fell naturally 
into my arms, as if she’d been 
there many times before. I heard 
her soft voice in my ear.
“One-two, three-four,’’ she 
whispered. “One-two, three- 
four.’’




Well, sir, it took us back like an 
arrow to the golden years of the 
Embassy Hall and Mr. Gurney’s 
classes in ballroom dancing, 
guaranteed to make or break you
in the terpsichorean social 
graces.
We were, on the average, sweet 
16. We were united, some two 
dozen of us, by the common bond 
of misery. One way or the other 
we were all misfits, hoping that a 
mastery of the fox trot and the 
waltz, at 50 cents a lesson, would 
open at least a crack in life’s 
door.
Everyone, even Molly, was 
locked in the iron grip of shyness. 
Everyone was either too fat or too 
thin, a strange herd of bean poles 
and butter balls cast together in 
the dreamlike wish that we’d 
become Fred Astaires or Ginger 
Rogers.
Mr. Gurney was a wiry, intense 
little man with a pencil 
moustache above thin lips and a 
frustration that brought him 
constantly to the lip of hysteria. 
The sight of his awkward squad 
shuffling disconsolately about the 
waxed floor would cause his voice 
to rise to a thin scream. “Dance, 
you idiots! Dance!” he would
Peninsula People
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bickford, Wallace Drive, accompanied by Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Hill, Victoria spent a few days visiting, sightseeing and 
shopping in Seattle last week.
The Saanichton Community Club will be holding their 28th con- 
' secutive “500” Christmas Card party at 8 p.m. on Friday evening 
December 6 in the the Agricultural Hall, Saanichton. There will be 
turkey prizes, raffles and tombolas and it is hoped there will be a good 
crowd in attendance as this is a “once in a year” fund-raising effort for 
the club.
The South Saanich W.I. gathered at the home of their president Mrs. 
C. Essery for their November meeting. There were plans for their 
Annual Christmas turkey card party, set for Friday December 13, 8 
p.m. Proceeds from the last fortnightly card party were to be sent to 
Mental Health for gifts for the Handicapped and Tuesday, December 
10 was the date set for their Christmas luncheon, following which 
members will be guests of Mrs. H.F. Young, Victoria for the Annual 
meeting and election of officers for 1975.
Peter Aardweg, Patricia Bay Highway, has returned home 
following a holiday with friends and relatives in Holland.
Mrs. J. Easton, Seventh Street, was a week-end visitor with 
, relatives in Vancouver. V
. Mrs. S.C. Taylor, Fourth Street, has as her guests; heir sondn-law 
and daughter, Mr, arid Mrs, R. Alting du Cloux, of Vancouyer, B.C.
Mrs. R.cAlcNabofWinton, Alta , was a week-end visitor at the home 





cry, leaping up and down in livid 
anger.
His wife sat with an upright 
piano seemingly in her ample 
lap, an enormous woman draped 
in folds of flesh. Her hands were 
like starfish, sparkling with 
imitation diamonds. The chords 
of “Tea For Two” came like 
thunder across the bay.
When Mr. Gurney’s ire reached 
a point of maniacle fury he would 
grab Mrs. Gurney about her thick 
waist and they would bA'irl madly 
about the floor to demonstrate 
how simple it all really was.
Once, when Mrs. Gurney went 
down, shaking the building to its 
foundations, Mr. Gurney turned 
from her and strode angrily 
away, holding his forehead with 
his hand as if suffering the final 
humiliation. It was wonderful for 
our morale.
The classes fell into two 
distinct phases. The first four or 
five lessons consisted of us 
looking down at our feet, moving 
painstakingly through the steps 
Mr. Gurney had shown us, and 
counting aloud, The over-all 
effect was of some tribal rite of 
the morning, the heads all bowed, 
the drone of the toneless counting 
a half beat behind Mrs. Gurney’s 
shaking piano.
The subsequent lessons con­
sisted entirely of trying to break 
us of this habit. “Look up! Look 
up, you idiots!” Mr. Gurney 
would scream hoarsely, but we’d 
learned our earlier lessons too 
well.
In self-defence we had 
voluntarily paired-off into part­
ners — all, that is, except the two 
wretched extra boys who were 
forced to: dance together and 
were always exchanging blows in 
the outer corridor about who 
would accept the feminine 
stance.
My chosen one and I never 
looked at each other as we slid 
about woodenly at arm’s length. 
We never talked "except to 
mumble; “Sorry,” or “My fault.” 
I would solemnly gaze down over 
the crinkly material of her 
shoulder into the deep dimple in 
her left elbow, utterly hyp­
notized.
Molly still has the dimple, but 
she’s overcome the blight Mr. 
Gurney left on so many. I could 
have danced all night.
Thanks to Mrs. Anna Allen of 
Anna's Fashions, hard-working 
Lions and Lionettes, and the 
many donated door prizes, the 
Lionette’s Fashion Show held on 
November 21st was a “roaring” 
success. Lion Graham Rice and 
his seven models - Dick Gibson, 
Chris Christensen, Walter 
Nelson, Martin Woods, Art 
Rumsey, President Ron Tidman 
and Jack Nelson Jr.; and their 
stage manager Ron Dryton did a 
fantastic job modelling their 
hats, etc. during half-time, ad­
ding much to the levity of the 
evening. Door prizes were 
donated by Mrs. M.M. Dingee (92 
years young), Mrs. E. Gallier, 
Mrs. Janet Rice, and Mrs, G. 
Tenhave. These were won by 
Mrs. Jean Yuill, Mrs. Bowden 
Green, Mrs. Shirley Monych, 
Mrs. Laura Wood and Mrs. 
Robin. Two gift certificates 
donated by Anna Allen were 
raffled, the winner of the $45 
certificate being Miss Stephanie 
Cook and the $35 certificate Mrs. 
Cal Vickers, A donation of $10 
was received from the Brentwood 
Bay Branch of the Royal Bank. 
Proceeds from the sale go 
towards making a happy 











... . We would remind all people who are 
leaving their homes unoccupied for a period 
longer than four days this winter to make sure 
they do cither of the following.
1. Shut off the water supply and drain the 
system.
2. Make provision for a competent person to 
enter the house daily to ensure that heating is 
being maintained.
You must comply with either one or the other of 
the above conditions to keep that section in your 
house insurance policy dealing with water 
escape, in force.
HELPING PARENTS
P.S, Don’t forget your Travel Medical In- 
surauc«‘ if you are planning a stay in the United 
States.
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
2348 Beacon Ave. Phone 656-3928
No longer do they liave to 
berate themselves for taking 
their frustrations out on their 
children.
No longer does a father have to 
turn away from his teenage son 
lest he “slug him."
One parent put it this 
way...“The evenings were the 
worst part of the day. I would 
watch my children asleep and 
wonder ...How could I be like 
that?...and resolve lo be different 
tomorrow. But tomorrow was 
always the same, or worse!"
The Department of Human 
Resources offers,., a place to 
meet and persons skilled in 
helping parents understand 
themselves belter,
Dates and time: Thursdays -■ 
Dec, 5 and 12 7:30 p,m. Place:
Ijounge — Junclion Centre Hldg,, 








WINTER RE-TREhDS FOR CARS OR TRUCKS
9817 Resthaven Drive 
656-5544
The Name Is Assurance
' ^Iore than lialf a 
century of dedicated 








if QUAD i, GAMES
■kSTEREO ii i,s-TRACKS
k CAR RADIOS 




l»H. - 24%/»EAC()N (NEXT TO MACLEODS)
mam
ENJOY NEW YEARS EVE
WITH YOUR FRIENDS AT
SIDNEY
^BW^IODGE
SAAORGASBORD - CHAMPAGNE - PARTY FAVOURSi 
AND DANCING TO YOUR FAVOURITE MUSIC
*30 Per Couple
Or If You Don’t Want To Drive, 
*45 With 1 Nights Accommodation.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
TRAVELDDGE FRONT DESK
2280 Beacon Sidney 656-1176
DEC. 4t!i-7th
In your Friendly 
Sidney
Safeway Store
Sales in retail quantities 
only.
Ground Beef
^ake Patties or Use as a Casserole Base.
Safeway




Schneider’s Frozen 2 lb. Package—*
Corned Bed
Oven Roast. Swift’s Premium Cry-o-vac------------
Side Bacon





IVh. FI. Ol Con^iner-
: ^anor Hou$e. T^;Bed,- 









lAJraw Perkins Asst’d Colours 9I taiw wrap ^ z i-ar
impress Loose Pack 
2 fl. oz. Container 
Sea 'I’radcr Brand 
3'/z fl. oz. tin
Empress Brand 
44 fl. oz. Jar
Bel-air Frozen.’ :
Cook in the Oven 







Grown in the Okanagan Valley,
Cee Grade.
Approx. 16 Lbs.
Econc^Pak Carton. . . . . . .
Gem Potatoes
Canada Na 
2 Grade B.C. Grown
■




“Dave Johnson, Don Green, Brian Bennett and 
Duke Braunton are pleased to announce the 
appointment of Mrs. Wendy Garland as our 
office Manager.
Victoria Airport Esso are agents for Imperial Oil Limited 
anddealers in Esso Aviation products and supplies.”
in your own home
If you’re a Dd-lt-Youiwdftu’, Piinclec will 




Nearly half a world away from 
their homes, seven reservists 
from Victoria are serving with 
the Canadian Contingent, United 
Nations Emergency Force, in the 
Middle East.
Four of them are from HMCS 
Malahat and three are 
militiamen, one each from 
Headquarters Militia Area 
Pacific, the Victoria Militia 
Service Battalion, and the 5th 
(B.C.) Field Battery, R.C.A.
The Victoria reservists, like 
their compatriots from coast to 
coast volunteered to serve for 
periods of up to six months with 
the UN force. They work 
alongside regular members of 
the Canadian Forces and per­
sonnel from other United Nations 
countries.
Canada’s commitment is to 
provide logistics support for the 
UN Emergency Force, organized 
following the signing of the truce 
ending in the 1973 Yom Kippur 
War.
One of the reservists; Corporal 
M.E. “Mickey” Graham of 
Headquarters, Militia Area 
Pacific, has been working with 
the Administration Company’s 
Transport Section since he went 
to Egypt June 4. He has held a 
variety of jobs, including ad­
ministration, dispatching, and 
driving. He is serving at Ismailia 
Airfield Camp, but his duties take 
him to the Golan Heights among 
other places. Corporal Grahms’ 
parents, Major and Mrs. T. 













Wed. 4 0120 1.9 0930 12.3 1600 8.5 1855 8.9
Thurs 5 0205 3.0 1020 12.2 1700 7.3 2040 8.0
Fri. 6 0255 4.3 1055 12.1 1755 5.9 2250 7.7
Sat. 7 0350 5.9 1115 11.9 1840 4.7
Sun. 8 0110 8.3 0455 7.4 1145 11.7 1925 3.5
Mon. 9 0255 9.3 0625 8.6 1200 11.5 2000 2.6
Tues. 10 0415 10.4 0750 9.4 1305 11.3 2040 2.0
Wed. 11 0455 11.2 0905 9.9 1320 11.2 2120 1.6
WEATHER
The following is the Sunshine 20Hrs
DOZENS of spectators and competitors turned out 
Saturday for the first Christmas Festival of Highland 
Dancers to be held in Sidney. Participants ranged in age 









PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS., FRI. & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZFfI LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411
New Store Hours 8-5 Monday Thru Sat
meteorological report for the week 
mding Dec. 1', furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney. 
Maximum Temp. (Nov. 28) SO
Maximum Temp. (Nov, 24) 34





Supplied by the atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending Dec. 1.
Maximum Temp. (Nov. 25) 52








Thurs. Dec. 5 9:30 a.m. - Carpet Bowling 
10 a.m. - Liquid Embroidery, Weaving 
Noon - Lunch '
1 p.m. - Dressmaking, Bridge, Beadwork 
7 p.m. - Crib
BRENTWOOD TOPS 
The title ‘‘Queen of the Month” 
of the Brentwood TOPS Chapter 
980 was shared this month by 
Jean Freeburg and Roswitha 
Kaatz. Mary McMichael has now 
-completed her KOPS-ln-Waiting 
period and is now a KOPS 
member. At the November 25th 
meeting Betty McKecknie was 
presented with an orchid cor­
sage, she having completed her 
second year as a KOPS member. 
Charms were presented to Ellen 
Cornwell, , Joyce. Armour, 
Margaret Harris, Margaret 
Brown, Jean Tabor, Mary Mc­
Michael and,, Pam Hayles. 
Brentwood TOPS meet in the 
Brentwood United Church Hall 






WE’RE READY FOR CHRISTMAS
XMAS CARDS © TREE DiCORATlOMS 












7167 West Saanich Road
652-3ei2
(NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE)
Open Monday thru Saturday 9:00 to 5:30
EREHTWOOO BAY
Fri. Dec. 6 10 a.m. - Needlepoint, Keep fit, Quilting 
^'Noon\-Lunch^-. 
l:3{j - Stretch & Sewv Knitting
/2;p.m.:-Jacko.\_v.v/;^v':r:t
7 p.m. - Evening Cards
Sat. Dec.'7 1 p,m. to 4 p.m. - Open for brbp-ins? 
1 p.m. - Ballroom Dancing
Sun. Dec. 8 
Mon. Dec. 9
1 p. m. to 4 p. m. - Open for Drop-ins.
10 a.rn. ;- Quilting, Ceramics^ 
Noon - Lunch.
1 p.m.- French, Ceramics
2 p.m. - Films. ;
Tues. Dec, 10 10 a.m. - Oil Painting, Serenaders practice. 
Noon - Lunch.
1 p.m. - Watercolours, Oils.
1:15 p.m. -Whist 
7 p.m, - Shuffleboard.
Wed. Dec, 11 10 a.m. - Rug Hooking, Novelties.
10:30 a.m. ■ Mah-jongg 
Noon - Hot Dinner.
2 p.m. - Concert - The McQuillan Bros, from 
The Wig & Dickie.
7 p.m. - Evening Cards.
D2\1LY. - Horseshoes - Cards - Shuffleboard, Morning coffee and af­
ternoon tea served every day Mon. to Fri. with a special Hot Dinner 
each Wed. Senior Citizens of the districtand visitors welcome.
SAVE WITH
I II ' I
OCEAN FRESH
Lit.





SAUNA PACKAGE j^masspecial 1204,05
Paiidcc also has available the cleai. kiln- 
dried cedar Itning, bi 
prediiing Sauna dtwir,
WHOLE SOLE
25 Pound Bag 5goo
ONLY 24* A POUND
li i bench materials and 
o
fPANElEC
LING COD FILLETS 
DUNGENESS CRAB
10
+Noto our new address 1930 Blanshard St ,
Opposite the' ;
WEEKDAYS 7'\V ; 7''’™**”’ -
OPEN-SATURDAYS ' '■ '
0 a.m. * 12:30 p.m, 382''7251
SATELLITE 656-2642
FISH
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120,000 L.I.P. Dollars For Peninsula
INDIAN HERITAGE PROJECT ONE OF FIVE
BILL RATCLIFFE 
Sidney
I would say definitely 
yes, if the location is 
right.
A proper set-up like 
they have in California 
or Arizona with a 
beautiful mobile home- 
site on 10 to 20 acres 
would be a good idea.
I don’t believe they 
should take and plunk 




People should be 
allowed to live in mobile 
homes if they are in a 
trailer park zoned for 
them.
I wouldn’t want to see 
them everywhere. 




If they allow mobile 
homes on the peninsula, 
they should carefully 
decide where they are 
going to put them.
I’m really for 
carefully screened 




The ecology doesn’t 
make for it.
It’s a matter of waste 
products and -of ser­
vices.
, I definitely don’t think 
it is a goody thing unless 
they are put in ac­
credited parks set up for 
that sort of thing;
J.H. LAROCQUE 
Sidney
I don’t think they 
should allow mobile 
homes.
Let’s maintain the 
standards we have now.
HON HOOPER 
Viciorla
I don’t see why not as 
long as they have their 
own property and are 
set up properly as 
houses with yards.
They shouldn’t be 
allowed to just haul 
thein in and out, 
otherwise it makes the 
whole area look dumpy.
Local Initiatives Program 
grants totalling nearly $120,000 
for five Peninsula projects was 
announced recently by Minister 
of Manpower and Immigration 
Roberty Robert Andras and local 
M.P. Donald Munro.
A $26,044 grant for an Indian 
cultural heritage project was 
awarded to the Tsartlip School 
Board.
Chairman of the Board Samuel 
Sam told the Review Monday the 
grant would be used to do 
research in native history on the 
Saanich Peninsula. This would 
include studying the history, 
language, arts and crafts and 
herbs and medicines.
“The whole identity of our 
people is being lost,’’ said Sam.
“We would like to, and are, 
learning the ways of the white
long time.”
He said this is the second year 
the band has received an L.I.P. 
grant. Last year they built a 
community hall.
A grant of $25,756 was approved 
for the extension of the cement 
boating ramp at Island View 
Beach.
Lani Yee, sponsor of the 
project, sdid the ramp had been 
built two years ago with a L.I.P. 
grant and the intention was to 
improve on it by increasing the 
slope so bigger boats can go into 
the water more easily,
FREE RAMP
It is intended also to reinforce
the side of the ramp to further 
protect it from winter storms 
and to continue construction of a 
sea wall at the public access to 
prevent erosion.
Yee said the ramp is used 
extensively by the public and is 
free of charge.
The Saanich Historical Ar­
tifacts Society received a grant 
for $27,02? for eight men working 
2Q0 man-weeks to clear growth 
and underbrush on the property 
of the proposed working farm and 
antique machinery museum.
The project also includes 
planting shrubs and trees around 
the site.
NEIGHBOURLY DISPUTE
D.J. Davies, 682 Birch Road, 
wants North Saanich Council’s 
counsel in dealing with a 
drainage probelm between 
himself and a neighbour.
Davies wrote to Mayor Paul 
Grieve on Nov. 20, thanking 
municipal staff for work they had 
done in building a drainage dtich 
to “solve drainage problems on 
my property resulting from a 
construction on Clayton Road.”
All that remains, Davies said, 
is the problem of a continuation 
of this drainage ditch “so that my 
property is adequately protected 
from the excessive storm water 
which pours from the house and 
property of a ‘Mr. Bedlow’ on 
Clayton Road.”
“Due to various reasons it 
appears that I am unable to
speak directly to this man,” 
Davies said, asking that “ap­
propriate” staff members 
“remind him of his respon­
sibilities.”
First of all, council were told, 
the neighbour’s name is Benbow, 
not Bedlow.
In the opinion of Aid. Herta 
Hartmanshenh, Davies “just 







And Fairs explained the matter 
could be handled ad­
ministratively — if it were a 
drainage problem; or in the civil 
courts, if it were a problem 
between neighbours.
Tm SmurnmMs'sm
man but in the process we are 
losing the value of our own 
culture.”
He said the older people in the 
community were particularly 
concerned about school children.
Eight people and a half-time 
bookkeeper from the four 
peninsula bands will be involved 
in doing the research and getting 
the material down on paper and 
tape.
Sam said they have done 
considerable ground work in the 
past six months, interviewing 
people and amassing in­
formation, and with the grant 
they will now be able to carry on 
the program and get it into a 
form that will be able to be used 
by school children. They will-be 
producing audio-visual tapes, 
casettes and typewritten 
material.
In charge of history section will 
be Henry Smith of the Tsartlip 
Band, who was responsible for 
the building of the Long House. 
He will be assisted by a young 
person who will do the writing 
and taping. i i
Gus Bill,: chief of the Tseycum 
Band, will be woricihg with Gloria 
Cooper of the Tsartlip Band in­
terpreting the language and 
writing it down. The arts and 
crafts section will be organized 
by Nellie Pelkey of the Tsawout 
Band. Gina Underwood also of 
the Tsawout Band, will be doing 
the typing and Gerry Underwood, 
secretary of the school board, 
will be doing the part-time 
bookkeeping.
Other names will be considered 
to complete the project.
The Brentwood Waterworks 
District received a grant for 
$16,197 for five men employed for 
121 man-weeks to fence about six 
acres of property within which 
are the supply wells for the 
system.
Clearing around the quarry, 
burning brush and doing a 
general clean-up of proper- 
tyowned or leased by the 
waterworks district will also be 
done, Wprks Superintendent P.J. 
Begim told The Review,
'rhe Pauquachin Band was 
given a grant of $24,934 to employ 
seven men working 11)2 man- 
weeks to construct a 24 foot by 70 
foot racing canoe shed and tool 
area.
Don Williams, sponsor of the 
project, .said tho canoos 
remained out In the weather and 
“wo have needed a shed for a
BY ALLAN FOTHERINGHAM
A high school journalism class has asked me for. tips on how to 
succeed in this business. They have come to the right place. I am very, 
good at advice, all of it serious. There are 31 basic rules to follow in 
journalism. If you adhere faithfully to at least 23 of them, you’ll 
probably win the Pulitzer Prize.
1. Never go back to a restaurant where the management picks up the 
tab for you. From that moment on, you’re committed to them.
2. Learn to listen. The biggest shortage in the world is not mason jar 
lids, but good listeners. You’d be surprised at how many people, some 
of them in very high places, go through life looking for someone to talk 
to. You’d be surprised at what they will tell you if you just nod your 
head and say “Uhuh” at discreetahd regular intervals.
3. If a politician asks if he can tell you something off-the-record, go 
out for some cigarets and don't come back.
4. Never argue with a woman.
5. Never hesitate to help people who have problems. But if you find 
they have the very same problem they had one year ago, forget it. 
Essentially they like the problem more than the solution.
6. Don’t shoot the editor. He’s doing the best he can.
7. You will find early in your career that those who tell the best 
stories seldom get around to writing them. There are enough good 
stories talked away in the pub every day to fill the Sunday edition of 
the New York Times. With that in mind, do not talk. Listen.
8. If your mother carl’t cook, to quote Jack Hurley, run away from 
; home. A:
9. Give advice when it is asked for. Then rest content in the 
knowledge that the recipient will go ahead and do what he originally
■intended to'do.= L:'
To. Take the $320 Japanese tape-recorder your uncle has given jmu 
for ^aduating from journalism schoolandput it in the shredder; Learn 
■shorthand instead. Eveti better,"iedrn to concentrate; Tnteliigetit 
"•peopie you interview won’t abide a tape-recorder. NonTntelligent 
people have hpthihg worthwhile to record. You’ll find yourself ending 
up with 200 feet of unintelligible mush.
11. H.L. Mencken said it; “There is only one way for a journalist to 
look at a politician and that is down.”
12. Always shine your shoes. That’s the firsfplace a woman looks.
13. If you know it, to quote Hal Straight, write it. The boneyards of
the nation are strewn with the corpses of newspapermen, expired by 
suicide, who sat on a story for a few days while they worried it to 
death. .
16. Beware of people who talk of how well they’re doing. If they have 
to tell you, they ain’t.
17. Do not dress too well. It makes people mistrust you.
18. An English reporter once said that the only things necessary for 
success in journalism were “a plausible manner, a certain animal-like 
cunning and a minimum of literary skill.” The last is the least im­
portant.
19. When the managing editor orders you, you with your MA thesis 
on the Lake Poets, to become an apprentice in the photography 
darkroom, do not punch him in the nose. You might learn something in 
the darkroom. Go there for six months. Then punch him in the nose.
20. You will learn early in your career that athletes and coaches 
speak in sportuguese, a dialect learned mainly from the sports pages. 
Since they will be quoting, unknovvingly, your own cliches back to you, 
at least make them elegant cliches.
21. FollowDisraeli.Neverexplain,nevercomplain.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-
22. Do not get married before you are 30.
23. Learn French at any cost. Any Western Canadian journalist can 
automatically add $20,000 to his income if he can function in French.
24. You will learn that the biggest problem a journalist has to con­
tend with in pursuit of the ultimate truth is not liars, biit bores. No 
adequate defence has ever been invented todeal with them!
25. Don’tgo on long trips with politicians. Youmight learn to Tike; 
them. Then they’ve got you.
26. Adlai Stevenson said, “An editor is one who separates the wheat
from the chaff and prints the chaff.” What a rude chap. : ^ ^
27. Never join anything and above all don’t serve on committees. 
You’re in the highest calling of all right now. Why dilute it?
28. Get out of the office. If you hang around the office you’ll find 
yourseU talking on the telephone, the greatest waste of time ever
devised by God. Talking to people is not the same as talking on the
telephone. Newspapers were better before the phone was invented.
29. Stay away from people you’ve never seen laughing. They're not 
only dull, they’re dangerous.
30. Do not make speeches . Your job is writing. There are already 
plenty of people in the world who can’t "write, availableto make 
speeches. Don’t compound the error.
31. ̂ Above all, remember what Henry Morgan said.“Any man with ’ 
ambition, integrity - and $10 million - can start a daily newspaper.’’
(reprinted from the Vancouver Sun;)
14. When people say, “but seriously...” or “Frankly...”, ask them 
if everything they have said previously was sham.
15. Some politicians are in the business to help people, but essen­




SMNICH PENINSULA GUIDMI ASSOC.
Ihtroductoiy Meeting
Assembly Room, at Riiar of St Elizabeth Church 
ThirdS^^






30' X 00’ 
404 60'
STEEI; CLAD BUILDINGS 
FOR RALE,
Large doors. Will nupply and 
InHtall anywhere In B.C. These 




niiu'ket price for 
.votir homo, business or 
property can be yours 
by choosing the right 
company. Let me visit 




DO YOU CARE ABOUT 
YOUR CHILDRESS?
Hear This Panei Discussion
"DISCIPLINIE"
WHAT NOW THE STRAP IS GONE
CASH OR TURKEYS
SATURDAY, DEC 7
Doors 7 P.M., Games 7:45 P.M.
PANEL MEMBERS:
MrN. Lniinle U'llllam* — Parent 
Mr, ,Siel Pearce •— Probatlon-GIflcer 
Mr. Bill llUch - Lawyer 
.Mr. Boh .\hhoU *— Education 
Mr. Gene Jacobson — ildneator 
Mrs, Norma .Scaly — Moderator
DEC. 10, 8 P.M.,
Elementary School
SPDNSOHED BY
.Sidney Etemeutary Parents AuxlUary
SANSCHA HALL
18 GAMES io/ i2 ibTuiUoy»
I GAME 1« lb Turkey
1 GAME lb Turkey
GRUIG aVER ALOKG ARO GET 
OKE CARO FREE
Limit 1 Free Card Per Person. 
KIttatnan Club Of Sidney
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Rules Won’t Be Bent For Former Alderman
North Saanich staff will deal in 
their normal manner with any 
building permit application 
received from a former aider- 
man.
CHURCH ROBBED 
A break-in at Brentwood 
United Church was reported on 
Nov. 14 and $60 was taken from 
collection envelopes, Central 
Saanich police said.




TAKING A BUSMAN’S HOLIDAY last week was 
Peter Coleman aboard his 40’ salmon troller OCEANUS. 
Coleman fishes commercially for a living and in the off 
season still enjoys sportsfishing.
“It’s a nice time of the year,” he told The Review. “I 
like to get out on the boat. I don’t use bait like most 
sports fishermen; I’m too used to spoons and other 
lures. They seem to work pretty well.”
' He proved it last Wednesday when he boated four 
Spring salmon, using ‘hoochies’ and a flasher to catch 
/them.,''
“The secret is fishing deep,” he said.
Employees of Canadian In­
dustries Limited explosives 
works at .James Island won the 
President’s Prize under the CIL 
No Accident Record Plan, 
midnight Nov. 25. The prize is one 
of three in the company’s safety 
plans.
The 117 employees have 
worked 880 calendar days, or 
approximately 437,000 exposure 
hours, with no disabling injury 
since June 28, 1972. This is the 
twelfth safety award they have 
won and their next goal is the CIL 
Prize, which can be won in April, 
1976.
The longest injury-free period 
in the plant’s history was 2,130 
days, or 1,777,100 manhours from 
Dec. 15, 1953 to Oct. 14, 1959.
That decision was taken by 
council Monday, despite a 
community development com­
mittee recommendation that any 
application for a permit on the 
land in question be referred to 
council for consideration.
Throughout debate, the name 
of the property owner— and his 
former status as an alderman — 
was carefully avoided by council 
members; most of whom seemed 
aware of who he was.
An incoming alderman is also 
indirectly involved in the 
decision.
When he constructed his new 
home on Deep Cove Road, council
CABOT HOME FOR 
CHRISTMAS
Deep Cove resident Sebastian 
Cabot hopes to be released from 
the Gorge Road hospital in time 
for Christmas.
Cabot, who is recovering from 
two strokes in the past four 
months, maintains a residence on 
the i^eninsula which he occupies 
when not working as an actor in 
the U.S.
newcomer (his term begins Jan. 
1) Peter Tredgett was required to 
construct a cul-de-sac at the dead 
end of the rocid — at a cost 
estimated by one alderman to be 
in excess of $3000.
Recently, former alderman 
Doug Boon, apparently well 
within his rights, constructed a 
driveway from the cul-de-sac, 
along gazetted road allowance, to 
a lot he owns on the corner of 
Wain and Deep Cove.
Neither Wain nor Deep Cove is 
developed to this corner, as 
Tredgett was relieved from the 
normal requirement of 
developing the road past his 
property, — a waiver resulting 











Saanich Mayor Paul 
was indisposed Monday 
— apparently suffering 
cold. Retiring Alderman 
Aylard chaired the 
council session — his 
to last before a new 
member takes over his
the terrain would not allow a road 
to be built.
Although not mentioning him 
by name. Aid. George Cumpston 
said he could see no reason for 
the committee's recom­
mendation — and no one on the 
committee seemed able to offer
one.
The only relevant comment 
came from Aid. John Lapham
BRENTWOOD ELEM. SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
(WALLACE DRIVE)
Sunday, December 15, at 8:00 P.iVI. 
COMMUNITY CAROL SERVICE
LED BY
UNITED and ANGLICAN CHURCH CHOIRS' 
of CENTRAL SAANICH 
All Welcome — Silver Collection
who said the matter had been the 
subject of “considerable 
discussion” at committee 
meeting. '
The motion requiring council 
consideration was defeated.
Tredgett’s property is located 
adjacent to the end of Deep 
Cove’s developed portion, and his 
home is served by a short 
driveway from the cul-de-sac.
Boon’s parcel is located one lot 




Check our prices before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
— 'Fools — What have you.
For Prompt Free Estimates Phone 652-1711
Y.M.C.A. REQUIRES
"" Christmas Comes |
TO CORNISH BOOK SHOP
FOR THE LITTLE PEOPLE I
ONE RECREATION PERSON
4b Attess Would Help
'.v-i;
Believe it or not, the mail really 
’ does go through. ; ^
Last week a letter arrived at 
the post office from Ontario 
^addressed fo Mrs. Ann, Sidney, 
B.C.
Not to be deterred, the letter 
^ spiritual
healer who had appeared on the 
two weeks previous 
and had received hundreds of 
letters from Eastern Canada and 
the United States.
- The letter was indeed for her 
and her husband Eric brought the 
V envelope in to show it to the staff 
at The Review.
So don’t despair this Christmas 
season...you know you can trust 
■ your local post office.
MUST HAVE SKILLS IN 
RECREATION PROGRAMMING
MUST BE ABLE TO WORK WITH 
GROUPS OF TEENAGERS
1135 JOHN HOAD
OFF McmALD PARK ROAD
FRESH POULTRY AND 
/PRODUCE DAILY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
PHONE 65S-6I16
PART TIME: 20 Hours Per Week
Principallf Evenings 
And Weekends




COME AND SEE OUR 
ADVENT CALENDARS.
THEY TELL THE CHRISTMAS STORY DAY BY DAY.
ALSO GIFT WRAP, 
CHRISTMAS CARDS. J




4 WHEEL DRIVE 
2 MODELS






OPEN MON. - FRI. 
9 a.m. lo 10 p.iti. 
SAT. Ill 6 p.m.
SALES 386-3516 
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RECREMTM0M €4PMMMSSMON
PENINSULA’S FIRST PROVINCIALLY OWNED 
AMBULANCE arrived in Sidney last week, and is ex­
pected to be in service within the next few days. 
Provided by the provincial Emergency Services 
Commission, the new vehicle will have essentially the 
same equipment carried by the department’s exisiting 
ambulances. Chief Hugh Loney told The Review. Loney 
also said the volunteer department’s oldest ambulance 
will now be retired, although final disposition of the 
vehicle has not yet been decided. Ultimately, Loney 
added, all ambulance equipment in the area will be 
purchased by the provincial commission.
Coffee hour will be held on 
Friday, December6, at 10 a.m. at 
Sanscha, upper hall, for all those 
assisting with the Christmas 
programme being held on 
Saturday, December 14, In­
formation and details will be 
given for the day. A question and 
answer period will be held, 
(please be on time).
Representatives of the B.C. 
Badminton Association will be 
holding an instructional clinic on 
Monday, December 9, at 7:30 
p.m. at Sanscha. All badminton 
enthusiasts are welcome to at­
tend. A small registration fee will 
be charged. Instructors expected 
to be on hand are: Mr. Abdul 
Shaikh, currently the Provincial 
Senior Coach and resident 
professional at the Vancouver 
Lawn Tennis and Badminton 
Club, and Mr. Victor Conley, 
Clinics’ Chairman of the B.C. 
Badminton Association.
first time. Current participants 
have until December 13 to in­
dicate their re-registration. After 
that time vacancies will be filled 
order. January schedule is
Next children’s roller skating 
session will be held on Saturday, 
December 7, with doors open at 
10:4.5 a.m.
in
expected to begin on January 6, 
Registration fees will be payable 
at that time.
Congratulations to the Saanich 
Peninsula Soccer Club and Ray 
Hitchen for the excellent Soccer 
Coaches’ Clinics which have been 
held the past five weeks. Twenty- 
nine interested people took the 
final exams. This is most en­






Ron Evans will cdntinue as 
North Saanich Fire Chief. On the 
recommendation of the district’s 
fire committee, council Monday 
confirmed his election to the post. 
No other fireman contested the 
position, resulting in Evans’ 
election by acclamation.
SANSCHA CALENDAR
Thursday, Dec. 5 Soccer League Practices (SRC) 4 p.m. and 
5:15 p.m.
North Saanich Dog Obedience Training Club 7 
p.m.
Ladies’ Keep Fit (SRC) 9 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ (SRC) 9:30 a.m. 
Sidney Elementary School: Advanced 
Gymnastics (SRC) 5 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 6 Table Tennis (SRC) 7 p.m.
Coffee Hour: Helpers for Community 
Christmas Shows, (Dec. 14) 10 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.m. ■ 9 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots (SRC) 9:30 a.m. 
Sidney Teen Activity Group: 7:30 p.m.
Activities conducted under the 
f'all ’74 recreation programme of 
the Sidney Recreation Com­
mission are nearing their final 
sessions. On behalf of all those 
participating in these activities, 
we would like to thank the 
various instructors, leaders and 
assistants who have been 
responsible for providing con­
tinuity to recreation and these 
leisure time events.
R,e: enquiries on the January 
’75 Programme, participants are 
asked to contact their in­
structors, who will place names 
on the January class sheets, (on a 
priority basis). Waiting lists will 
also be compiled for those 




Saturday, Dec. 7 Kinsmen Bingo 7:30 p.m.
N.S. Rod and Gun Club (Jr. Section) 9 a.m. 
Children’s Roller Skating (SRC) Doors open 
10:45 a.m.
Baby-sitting Course (SRC) 1 p.m.
Clubhouse: Art Appreciation 9:30 a.m.
Sunday, Dec. 8 . 
Monday, Dec. 9
Sanscha Flea Market 1:30 - 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 10 Badminton Adults (SRC) 1 p.m. 
Badminton Junior Club (SRC) 3 p.m. 
Agrarian Rugby Practice 6 p.m. (SRC) 
Volleyball i(SRC) 8 p.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 -9 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 11
DINE AT THE CHE ERNEST 
FRENCH RESTAURANT






NOTiCE OF PUBLIC HEARIMG
Badminton Clinic: (SRC) (Open, registration 
fee required) 7:30 p.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 - 9 p.m.
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves to be affected by the proposed 
amendment to the Zoning Bylaw No. 345,1969 will be afforded an opportunity to be heard on 
the matters contained therein before the Council of the Town of Sidney at a Public Hearing 
to be held in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Mon­
day, December 16th, 1974, at 8:00 p m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws may be inspected at the Town HMk; Sidney, B.f;-. from 
Monday to Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4 :30 p.m.
Soccer League Practices (SRC) 4:30 and 6 
p.m.: - ,
Adult Badminton Club (SRC) 7:30 p.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30- 9 p.m;
The effect of these bylaws will be to amend the Zoning Bylaw as follows:
1: That Lot 1, Section 3, Range 3 East, Plan 27636, as indicated below, be rezoned as ‘‘In­




235 711'^^ > U-L* 5
A ii
I
2. Thntl.ot J. I’lnn 0934. Section 15, Rimge 3 as Iniiicalctl bi'lnw bij rezonod from “A” 
UcHidcntial lo "C” ("omnu'rcial.
WHITE’S TELEVISION
Areas lo lie 
reznneri
Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre 
2363 BEACON AVE. G56-3012
Dalerl at Sidney this !?9lh flay of Novemher, 1974
t», S, Logiiii 
Town Clerk
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REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. 
insertion same week.
Monday (or
RATES - Sixteen words $1.50 




1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted 
8.-Work Want«i
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats (or Sale 












VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
:{477 SAANICH RD.






1 _ Thursday Dec. 5 & 
Saturday Dec. 7.
SAAMtCH





1 ac. treed, close to 
$27,000.
Work-Wanted
’WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or 
contract. Free e.stimates. Call 364- 
9737. 33-, f
RUSS'TRACTOR service, Rototilling 




AND GARBAGE hauled. 
30-tf
R.H.S. HANDYMAN Service chain 
saw • what have you. 656-1016 or 384- 
0912. 49.tf
Coming Events
SANSCHA FLEA MARKET 
December 8, 1:30 -4;00p.m.
Sunday,
49-1
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY Club, 
Christmas Turkey Bingo, Monday, 
Dec. 16, 7;30p.m.’ 49-2
TURKEY BINGO — Sidney Little 
League Baseball Womens Auxiliary. 
December 13, 8 p.m. Knights of 






Violin and 410 shot
49-1
SERVICEABLE OFFICE DESK,
Rocking chair, cedar or storage chest. 
Phone: after 5 p.m. 656-1284. 49-1





Store fronts, sundecks, steps wood or 
concrete, renovations and additions. 
Reasonable. Free estimates. 598- 
7460. 49-2
SOUTH SAANICH WOMEN'S IN­
STITUTE annual Christmas Turkey 
"500" Card party. Agricultural Hall, 
Saanichton, Friday, December 13, 8 
p.m. Turkey prizes, raffles, door 
prizes. Refreshments. 49-2
CRESSWELL ROAD; ‘2'’m ac. 
level and cleared. Excellent for 
hor-ses and humans. $27,000.
DEEP COVE: Y-'a ac. on Wain 






' O $5,000 DOWN v: ■ 
WiU buy nearly 1 acre (150 x 
263) of treed seclusion ' in 
Ardmore on Dalkeith Rpad. 
Owner will carry balance- at 
|ToW per cent over 10 year 
perio(l. Excellent holding 
properly for future. $24,000 
(656-1154 MR; ELWELLS 477-: 
3988
Setting well back on 'A acre 
with beautiful view of Elk 
Lake. Custo:',i built home with 
2492 sq. ft. of living space. 
Well maintained with top 
quality carpeting, intercom 
and many extras. Only 6 years 
old. Large living room & rec. 
room --- bath with fireplaces, 
formal dining - room, 5 
bedrooms and 3 baths. 
Possible development of in­
law suite on lower level.' 




CURTEIS POINT: App. V- ac. 
fantastic views, treed seclusion, 
water connection. $35,000.
- ■■ lands end road 
Delightful treed waterfront j 
lot, .91 acre with 123 ft. of 
beach frontage. Now offered 




Ideal retirement home or 
starter: Excellent financing, 
realistically priced at;$44,900. 
Situated oh nearly Va acre on 
I Mames White Bly(l. Pleasantly 
decora ted - ■ norstep bungalow 
with three bedrooms, new 
wali-tcwaircarpeting through 
out, A Itached gaira ge,: fenced 
oh quiet: street.- 
View soon with
DEEP COVE -127 ft. waterfront, 
Wa ac. of treed seclusion, 900 ft. 
road frontage, water mains. 
Min. Subdivision V2 AC — $64,000
HERITAGE HOME 
C. SAANICH
On V2 ac. this venerable 5 
bedroom, 2V2 bathroom, stately 
home. Properly renovated, newly 




Excellent opportunity. Price 




656-400(1 k, DROST 656-2427
OLD WOOD FLOORS made to look 
new. Staining, Urethane and polished 
oil finishes. Work guaranteed. Phone 
Bob: 652-1997. 49-1
Personals
SMALL COMPANIES - LIMITED 
Office space and Equipment? 
Bookkeeper, eight years business 
experience, will keep a full set of 
books to monthly trial balance, in my 
home. Financial statements prepared 
if required. 652-3307. 49-1
DO YOU HAVE A WILL? 
Does Your Spouse have a Will? 
Have your will drawn up at 
NORFOLKTRUST 
1004 Bianshard Victoria, B.C. 
Free Brochures Available 
384-9012
25-tf
I, ALBERT G. COX will not be 
responsible for any debts incurred in 
my name other than by myself as of 
November 21, 1974. 48-2
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE.
Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
2439
41-tf
FIREPLACE WOOD — Cedar Post - 
all hardwoods. Orders taken or 
delivery now. Phone 656-1453. 38-tf
lost
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 
service. Pruning. Phone656-1990. 38-tf
BLACK AND GREY male cat, seven 
months old. Third and Mt. Baker. 656- 
6059. - 49-1
SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE. 
Sidney Clean-up. Ray Bowcoft, 656-- 
1920. 36-tf
Miscellaneous






Telephone Answering Service 
Prompt Delivery
....... . . 'ilT-'.-tiM-iff 7 .•;/
r bDi&





Wc reserve the right to 
limit quantities
C & C Taxi Service Limited 
has made application to the 
motor carrier commission: 
B.C. Motor carrier branch 
department of transport and 
communications for an in­
crease in their tariff as 
follows.
or
GARAGE SALE — 225 ARC welder; 
single bed; small tables; truck flaps; 
two old guns; 31 and 32 Chev. Parts; 
'46 Chev. motor; 30 in. John Deere 
Back Hoe Bucket, Many other ar­





2 BDRM. HOUSE. Older type, large 
living rod m; I a rg e I ot. V i c i n i t y Si d - 
hey. Cash. 658-8881. 48-2
SIDNEY 
54x100’ building lot. Next to 
commercially zoned property. 1 
block from Beacon Ave. Asking
^^1,9,5001
IIOIITIIHILL
North Saanich.' Four one acre lots 
(3 with road access). Nicely 
treed. Quiet location. Three at 
$22,500 each and one at $17,500.
, \ AA, -JUST'LISTED ( ■ :
1 bedroom home nol too far from 
Roberts Bay. Concrete foun­
dation. 50 X 160 treed lot. Oil 
stove and space heater. Asking 
$24,500, ,
DEEP COVE —1.1 ACRES 
OF TREED SECi,USION; 
Custom designed & custom 
built with loads of extras to 
make this home truly unique. 
Sunkin living-room with old 
brick fireplace. Diningroom, 
large bright kitchen with 
cou nlor-1op ra ngc & bu i 11- i n 
oven. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths & 
Den; 1600 sq. ft. of living space 
— Plus double attached 
garage, large patio oft 
diningroom with brick wall. 
Finishing touclies now being 
eomploted. All this for $79,900 
6r)(;-3!l2t Wells Hooker (;5’2- 
3(131
Commercial area of ap­
proximately 760 square feet at 
9779 4th St., Sidney. Ground floor 
location, complete with car­
peting, light fixtures, washroom 
facilities, and heat is supplied. 
Suitable for offices, retail- 
wholesale outlet, or service 
function with lease terms 
available. Apply Ste, 304-977.5 4th 
St., or Capital Region Agencies 
Ltd., 2481 Beacon Ave., Sid­
ney. ' 49-tf
PRICE REDUCED 
,57x133 building lot only a few feet I 
from Roberts Bay, nicely treed. [ 
Sewer and water. MIjS 8861. Now- 
$23,000,
' A . ONE BEDROOM 
Cosy ooltage on n 50x123 ft. lot. 
Oil stove lienting, 3 pee bath, 301 
amp service. Aluminum siding. 






1.55 acres of Ireod properly. 500' 
from bench acce.ss on Cowielian 
Lake. $12,000. (ML,S)
CRAIGMYLE MOTEL. 2300 Beacon 
Avenue, 656-4441 now accepting 
bookings for winter rentals. Fully 
furnished suites with kitchcnotlos, 
colour T.V., cablevislon, etc. 35-ff
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING rooms, 
furnished. Singles or doubles, 9601 
Seventh SI,, 652-3.589. 49 2
TRAILERS
PIANO, UPRIGHT, "Ivers and 
Pond". Excellent tone, $475.00; girl's 
bicycle, "Hawk", banana seat, as 
new. $35.00; B-W 19 inch Admiral 
T.V., $25.00. 656-2524. ;:A 49-1
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
PORTABLE T V.; G.E. Sun lamp 
hair vibrating machine, :antique 
furniture, leaded glass lamp. 656-2624, 
970i:FirstSt.; : A: v ;49rT
“Va n COuve r is iand ’ s rri ost 




LIKE NEW, A 2-H-70-15 inch 
Seiberling, belted) polyester 
fibreglass snow tires mounted on 










6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY.
'652-Z511
EXCELLENT CONDITION, winter 
midi coat, Jr, Size 7; formal dress, Jr. 
size 7, $25 each. Contact Northern 
Spring Dock"D" Van Isle Marina, 
Sidney. 49-1
Details of proposed new 
revised rates, rules etc.
1. The following rates will 
apply for all trips with the 
exception of Weddings and 
Funerals when an hourly rate, 
as set out under item 2 here-of, 
will apply.
li) For the first one-sixth 
(1/ 6) loaded mile or fraction 
thereof... 80 cents 
(11) For each additional one- 
sixth (1/6) loaded mile or 
fraction there-of... 10 cents.
Note Waiting time ap­
plicable to trips carried out in 
accordance with item 1 shall 
be charged for on the 
following basis:
For each forty-five seconds 
(45) of waiting time after the 
first three minutes... 10 cents. 
Proviso:
Charters of less than one hour 
shall be computed on the basis 
shown in item 1 hereof, added 
to the waiting time provided in 
Note —- item 1- 
Where a charter extends to an 
hour or more, the total 
charges shall be computed in 
the same way but subject to a 
minimum of $8.00 for the first 
hour, and; 10 cents for each 
additional fourty five (45) 
seconds.'AA'"';'''.:A(';A'(
The above increases are 
subject to thcr consent of the 
motor ca rrier commission a nd 
any objection may be filed 
with the superintendent of 
motor carriers Vancouver 5, 
B.C. up to Dec. 31, 1974.
The winter season ahead is an 
especially hazardous time for 
driving, says a press release 
issued recently by the Motor- 
Vehicle Branch. The responsible 
motorist thinks of the bad 
weather that is sure to come and 
prepares to meet it, the release 
adds. These people suffer the 
least hardships and cause the 
least obstruction to other drivers. 
They follow time-tested winter 
driving tips.
The first good move is to put 
your car in the hands of a com­
petent mechanic for a complete 
check-up. Have a motor check 
and tune-up along with a 
thorough inspection of your car’s 
safety equipment. The check-up 
should include the fuel and 
electrical systems', timing, 
battery and plugs. A check of 
your safety equipment should 
include lights, windshield wipers 
and washers, defroster, exhaust, 
brakes, tires and tire chains.
Windshield wipers — Should 
have proper tension. Use a good 
quality washer solution.
Defroster — Be sure it is 
operational.
Exhaust — Muffler and tail 
pipe system should be checked 
for leaks to prevent deadly 
carbon-monoxide gas poisoning 
during cold-weather driving 
when the windows are closed.
Brakes — Must be faultless and 
equalized so there is no pulling to 
one side with resulting skidding.
Tires — Ensure tires have 
sufficient tread to bite and grip. 
Keiep tires at recommended 
pressure - low pressure does not 
improve traction, only increases 
tire wear. Snow tires increase 
traction in soft snow. Studded 
tires can be legally used in 
British Columbia from October 
1st to April 30th of the next year.
Emergency equipment in the 
car/should include a shoveL;
bucket of sand, tow chain,
booster cables, tire chains and 
emergency flares and lights. A 
scraper is a must.
Being prepared takes a lot less 
time and effort than the delays, 
inconveniences, accidents and 
frustrations of being hopele.ssly 
stuck in a winter storm.
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8::t0 a.m. to6:00 p.m. 






















4 LADIES GOLF CLUBS in bag. 2 





Hobbitt water beds and accessories. 
656 4203. 49-tf
21 INCH R.C.A, T.V., B-W. Good 
condition, $50,00. Phone; 652-3542 
ovonings. 49-1
THAHK YOU:;.';
to the people who voted for me. I will do my best 
to merit your confidence.
Peter Tredgett
fora factory trained specialist! 
phone 6r>(l-.*»n i
99117 - 7th Street Sidney. B.C.
TWIN BEDS: Vanity dresser; 9x12 
carpet; sofa; coffee lablor,; rocker, 





HIOE-A-BED, $125,00; twin beds .and 
matiross, $40.00; student's desk, 
$10.00; cabinet, $30.00, Phone 6.56 
3410. 49-1
SMALL FURNISHED APARTMENT
or small (urnishod house roquiroci lor 







New Low Price 
Easy FlnniieluK
Practiciilly now, throe hodroom, 
home with tn.*0H. prlviioy and 
garden. Owner willing lo carry 
largo second mortgage at 12 per 
cent, making this one easy to 
,:Own, ,,
Price has been redueetl lo 
$44,500.00 on this attractive 
Sidney homo.
ONE/HALFACHE LDT 
Seeliision, pastoral view, trees, 
and piped water. Terms 
aviiilahle, $27,.5ll(),0(l (MLS)
SIDNEY
$8,.500.00 - that's the down 
I»aymenl on this iio-slep, 3 
liedrooni. 1' .s hath home on a 62' x 




acres - suhdivided into 3 lots.
Block llrfBi, llenlly Ltd, 
:1K8-3231 Bill Moslier 85‘2-2H8H
Approx. 1 acre eaeli, iMI,S)
.Hm Sloan 
,Um,I ones





: r . Eatabllshiacl 1925 onn Y,.
Sparlings
NOTAllV PUBLIC
RETIRED COUPLE desires nparL 
monl, Caretiike or sub-let, suooosicd 
throe monihs around Jan, 15, l-ir»t 
class references, box M, Sidney 
(«evlow, Box 2070, Sidney, ll.C.; 49 1
WANIED FOR WORKING






house or ■fit>artirienl, 
4: (HI p.m, '•
vvishes to rent 
656-1600 before 
49 1
WANTED TO RENT 
Married. In Sidney 
area, 6.56 5606,
2 bdrin, house, 
North .Saanich 
49 1
DE'>eNDAlU,E MAN WHO CAN
work, vvilhoul sunervislon, Earn 
$1.1,000 In i) year plus bonus. Contact 
cuiilomerf. in Sidney area Limited 
aula travel WO: train. Air Mall I',J. 
Dick, Pres., Snuliiwetdern l'h';troieum, 
I'-'.O. ft,"«orm, T:^,
TABLE, FOUR CHAIRS, buffet; 
bedroom suite, (blonde); nest of 
tables, walnut; ho'Jtoss chair, n-W 
T.V,, oxcolloni condition; bathroom 





Owner Wilt Dorman gives pf3r" 
Bonal aitonUon to all ordeifj
PHONE 6S6-47S4
MATCHING CUSTOM built love seals 
(2), blue and gold tapestry, $100,00 tor 
pair; large 6 drawer dresser with 
largo , mirror, $50; single, metal 
bedlrame, springs and matiross, 
$'2,5,00; 4,1 spring filled mniress, now 
conclillon, $35,00; mahoganv Thomas, 
electric organ and .bench, needs 
electrical Uino up, good trade Irvvaluo 
on new plane or organ, $100,00, 656. 
,59111. ,19 1
GINGER ALE 
















IWE BUY AND SELL EVERYTHING
Highest Cash Paid for Used Furniture 
Appliances Tools What Have You.
CHESTERFIELD, SUITE, $160,00; 
stroller, $12 00; Wiintrd, chest of 
drawers, Phone ; 656 l?'.'fi. : 49 1
SAILING DINCMY 12(1 Dr and new.
by Ron Mack, F-'rolossionaily 
built $650.00. 6.5B 866.5, 49 1
S/VANICH PENINSULA S.ivings 
rredll lin,i.-in S dnev Pr.secli, nosiHon 
leller wdh Credit Union or ;relateci: 
e K p e r i e n r e' Salary t o' c o m rn i* nc, ‘ r a I e





7[il), 22,3(13 Ticml iIihI 
1 Park like, Fully serviefd, aud fulli 
I length clOKPil in <;u1v(tI«. KaHy 
Titiiiji, l.'lq.si,' lu IhfnluiHKl Hay 






coniacd Mr, Cli’irk, 
Phone ,656 1116.
c.pod







r ■ i'lcr O'lir 1, fl ‘''''I
writing to Box 2100.
p.'u'i lime teller,
I I 1 r't A iT iAl i' 1 fl
Sidney. il.C, 49 1
20 FT, BERTRAM
iV.iffru',;',ei', ("'ceOi'ii’
boat, Ph, 656 452?..








l.annsrapinn. I'n'ie eslimahn,, l^l>l 















Aiwiuai i.iil I'ihruni TutKi,» jOv'
P.nly, Amifuliural Hall, Si54nic,htcin, 
fri,Lie. Pet- 6, feWi p.m, Turkey 
nr,fie;.,, r.ffties, inrnhola, rmreMi 
iiu.'mi.,. 4f/ 2
NOTICE is lipi’pliy given that 
an aiiiilicatinn will hu madv to the 
Directni’ of Vital .Slaiistics for a 
eliange of name, jnirsuanl to the 
lirovisiniis ol thi”(Ti-inge of Name 
.\et. ' by ivie'.-Unymoiul Allierl 
K rienke of 'il3 Hid Place In 
.Saanich, Victoria U ('., iiv Hie 
Province of IH iti:di Uolmnbia, aa 
liillows:-To change my name 
trnm Hayniond Allierl Krlenke to 
Viiyoiul Alih’i'l, .My wile',s name 
from ICIla lla/.d Krlenke lo Ella 
Hazel .Mberl, My minor un-
ni.'H'Vii'd I'bHdW- ( ehiltlren’s 
name tio irom John AHiert 
Arith ew Krlenke to ,lohn Andrew 
.Mtierl d)' Evom Anthony 
llaynmnd Krlenke to Anthony 
Ha,omd .Albert, Dated this’27 day 







WIN A to HPEED BlUYULE 
ON DI8PLAY WITH PUB- 
UHAKE OF ANV NABOB OH 
HEIN’/ 'pBOmU’T . GET 
FULL DETAILS AT 
DISPLAY IN THE STORE.
eMMiN







Toy safety is always in season, 
but as Christmas is the most 
popular time for gift-giving to 
children the Canada Safety 
Council draws attention to the 
hazards involved.
BEFORE YOU BUY 
Choose only toys appropriate to 
the child’s age and development. 
Many toys now have age group 
labels. ,
Look for warning labels such as 
“not intended for children under 
3 years of age.” Remember that 
young children may get their 
hands on toys that were bought 
for their older brothers or sisters.
Certain toys should be bought 
only for older, more mature 
children. These include 
chemistry sets and elctrically 
operated toys.
Check fabrics for flammability 
labels. Look for “approved” 
labels such as Canadian Stan­
dards Association or Un­
derwriters Labbratories Canada.
Do not buy shooting games, 
especially those involving darts 
and arrows, unless they will be 
played under parental super­
vision or guidance. Avoid toys 
that produce excessive noise. 
AFTER YOU BUY 
Teach the child the proper use 
of the toy. Be sure the in­
structions accompanying the toy 
are understood. Supervise the 
play of young children. There is 
no substitute for parental in­
terest. Check the toys 
periodically. The may develop 
potential hazards such as sharp 
points, jagged edges or loose 
small parts. After use toys should 
be properly stored to eliminate 
tripping hazards.
Teach children the proper way 
to disconnect electrical toys; hold 
the rubberized plug and pull - do 
not tug on the cord. Do not allow 
children to tamper with electrical 
components.
TOYS FOR THE VERY 
YOUNG ;
When you choose a toy for an 
infant or small child select one 
that: is too large to swallow; does 
not have detachable small parts 
that can lodge into the windpipe, 
ears or nostrils; is not apt to 
break easily into small pieces or 
jagged edges; does not have 
sharp edges or points; is not 
constructed with straight pins 
stihrp wires, nails, etc, that 
might be easily exposed; is not 
made of glass or brittle plastic; is 
labelied “non-toxic” and “non 
flammable” -—avoid painted toys 
for youngsters who put 
playthings in the mouth; does not 
have parts that pinch fingers or 
toes or catch hair; does not have 
cords or strings over 12 inches 
long.
In the hope that Canadians can 
enjoy the Christmas holiday 
season without accident or 
mishap, the Canada Safety 
Council draws attention to the 
twelve safety tips for Christmas 
trees:
1. Buy a fresh tree, with 
springy branches and tight green 
needles.
2. Keep it outdoors in water or 
snow until ready to set up.
3. Saw off at least tv'o inches of 
the trunk, diagonally.
4. Use a water-reservoir tree 
holder, and keep it filled.
5. Keep the tree away from 
drying and heat sources such as 
radiators, registers, and 
fireplaces.
6. Use only UL or Canadian 
Standards Assn, approved lights 
in good repair.
7. Use only fire-proof
decorations if possible.
8. Do not place elctrical toys 
under tree, except wrapped or in 
boxes.
9. Secure top of tree with wire 
or fine string if there are very 
young children or pets in the 
home, to avoid tipping.
10. Consider using an artificial 
flame proof tree.
11. Remove the tree to the 
outdoors as soon as possible.
12. Never burn a Christmas 
tree in the fireplace.
The idea of making the 
Chrismas tree flame retardant 
appeals to all of us, and each year 
various organizations publicize 
do-it-yourself treatments. 
Usually, the solution suggested is 
the borax / boric acid compound. 
According to the National Fire 
Protection Association, this 
treatment is satisfactory when 
used for the temporary fire 
retarding of ellulosic fabrics such 
as cotton and rayon but it is of 
little value when used on 
Christmas trees. The needles of a 
tree do not soak up the chemical 
as a fabric does, nor can they be 
readily coated on all sides.
The only sure method of flame 
retarding natural trees is to 
completely immerse them in an 
Underwriters Laboratories listed 
tree fire-retardant, and no 
private individual would be 
expected to go to such trouble and 
' expense.':,/,/
The Council therefore suggests 
the above safety tips should be 
clipped out and used when 
needed.
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
accommodation with 
fully equipped kitchens, 
cable TV, phone, free 
parking and view 
balconies. All this for 
SiCi.oo single and $4.oo 
per additional 
guest . . .with compli - 
mentary coffee and tea 
service for your added 
enjoyment. On your 
next visit to Vancouver 




Mayfair Hotel located at Hornby and Robson Streets.
For rescrvaf/ons, u ri'c t r, :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vanco.uver 1, B.C. or Phone area 604-687-6751.
- 1 .
: '
I, Mayor Jean Butler, hereby proclaim 
Thursday, December 19,1974 as a day 
of INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS FAST 
and support OXFAM’S request that eveiy
family be asked to go without its main 
meal for one day and send the estimated 
cost of that meal to OXFAM for direct 
famine relief in West Bengal and Bihar 
States.
FAST DAY donations should be sent to 








QunfUy Mont Cut, Wrappod 
for Hom« Froozfiiri




All fhipaitti • Any liizn bofli ana 
Irallor cufihlons > custom niad« 
fut'riiiuffi
Brontwooct Bay Bhoppiny CuuUu
Contractors Miscellanoous
FOAM-LINED BOXES
For Fishermans’ plugs 
and tackle ' 
6564151
BILL BHAIN ROOFING












Home and Office Cleaners 
Complete Janitorial Service 
^mdows-Floors-Gutters-Walls
CARPET CLEANING















Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
Free Estimates 
2233 Ardwell Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
STRK.AKLKSS Ci.E.ANKRS
SPECIALIZING IN HOAAE 
CLEANING









• Tlie l lfimate" in 
.1 rpcl .Sleain (Teaninjn
1
\\ III! to Wall. Bugs. 
\\ alcr I'',\(rat tioii 
( Omni. Res. 





BACK HOE WORK 
L A'!' WORK 
nu ( KING
23:i.'> Amity Dr. 
Cor. Pat Bay Hwy.
a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
closed Sundays & Holidays
“no job to l^rge 
or too smail"
MARSHALL'S
WINDOW' & FIX)OR 





Robert W. Roper, D.C.








Post Holes Dug, 
Brush Cutting.
Phone 656-3556





LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 









Now Homes & Cahieets Custom build 
Remodeliufi • Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. I 
BUH.DERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 
8. Alterations: 383-7916 
ACORN SWIMMING POOLS
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
Al! Repairs-Any size Boat and 






YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNERMcTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 





Roofing V— Repairs — 
E ayes troughs: Qua Ii f i e4














10651 McDonald Park Rd. 




A H FIDO 






, W.M/(Bin) BAART 























PAPER AND VINYL WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 








TV-RADIO Painting & Decorating Wallcoverings
CLINIC Free Estimates656-4397
GOHDON’S 
I'B \( I'OH SEBVICE
H()(u\ii(e - Level —( iiKivatt 
1‘luiigli — Dise-- Post IhdCN 
l.oiidii'g tiiid lliiuling 
I'fee IMiiuiites (ir)2'27.59 J
Govornmont cortillod, technician 
with 35 years experience In Elec­





















Industrial • RosIdonUal 
Commercial ^Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 







Hr«iiui.<niid) • f.ortdTitNCiitl 
(< tioil wvHttbu t.uiv.inm:‘non





' nil I'liano parfi ntrifkn.1 
Contorvaloridsi at Jl’unch ' 
(ind Vionna











Gf-iNERAl. 8, tiLLC TUI CAL' 
LON'ruAcrof/s
AH .types at rertovrttionfi A. 
(irtlLhina, Older hoiruri rowlrod, 
t-ramina 8.,iound«(ions,
P(tftn«; M-W’i Anytime
For Fast Same Day 
' Service
f ARKVILW PLUMBING
«UEPAIHH SERVICE CALLS 
• EMERGENCY 





- ’VIA.SONRV, A' GENERAL 







hulM AluA .S»Guut lilolt
I. R. SKITT
ELECTRICLW 
25 years experience 
iUtsUienliai • Upiiiineiciui 
Induslirinl 
Rewiiing
l/lt * (I it lll .tliog









Spociollzlng In Hat Waimr 
Heating






.Mteriitions Repairs Drapes 





IN YOUR HOME 





/ SANDY’S BOUTIQUE ' 
Dressmaking- Alterations 



















Weed, Brush* a 
Biackborry Control
PHONE 656-1,976 AN YTIME 
.I.S. CRADDOCK 














InNurener r'|«(mi l’rnm|idy IlHnilled
9812 Fourth Phone 656.1313
R,& I* Janitor 
■Service' '
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OBITUARIES
ALDRIDGE
In Victoria, B.C. on November 
25, 1974, Miss. Joyce Innes 
Aldridge, aged 70 years, born in 
Chiswick, England and a resident 
of Victoria for the past 60 years, 
late residence. Suite 302, 950 
Rockland Ave. She leaves her 




Sidney, B.C., nephew, Mr. E. 
Roderick Hammond, Victoria, 
B.C.; niece, Mrs. J. Harvey 
(Kathleen) Currie, Sidney, B.C. 
great nephew and nieces and her 
dear friend, Miss Evelyn Greene, 
Victoria, B.C. Service was held in 
Lady Chapel, Christ Church 
Cathedral, Quadra St., Victoria, 
B.C. on Friday, November 29, 
1974 at 1 p.m. Cremation. 
Flowers gratefully declined. 
Those so desiring may contribute 
to the B.C. Heart Foundation, 402- 
612 View St, Victoria, B.C. 
Arrangements by the Sands 






At her residence. Clam Bay 
Road, Port Washington, Pender 
Island, B.C, on November 29th, 
1974, Mrs. Margaret Falconer, 
age 83 years. Born in Edinburgh, 
Scotland and had been a resident 
of Port Washington for the past 63 
years. She leaves her daughters, 
Mrs. Mary Daykin, Sidney, B.C. 
and Mrs. Margaret Mennie, Port 
Washington, sons, Jack, Quebec, 
Bill, Vancouver, B.C. and Jim
Surrey, B.C. 4 granddaughters, 2 
grandsons, 1 great drandson; 
sisters, Elizabeth Findlay, 
Scotland and Isobel Findlay, New 
South Wales, Australia.
Service will be held in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Wednesday, 
December 4th, 1974 at 1:30 p.m. 




In Penticton, B.C. on 
November 30th, 1974, Mr. Ronald 
Shillitto, age 69 years. Born in 
Rotherham, England, residing at 
10181 Third Street, Sidney, B.C. 
He leaves his wife, Carrie, at 
home, son, Douglas, Delta, B.C., 
daughters, Mrs. Jack (Joyce) 
Talbot, Victoria, B.C. and Mrs. 
Albert (Nancy) Hafer, Surrey, 
B.C., 8 grandchildren; brother, 
Norman, Sidney, B.C., nieces and 
nephews.
Services were held in the Sands 
Funeral
Service was held in the Sands 
Funderal Chapel of Roses, Sid­
ney, B.C. on Wednesday 
December 4th, 1974, at 3:00 p.m. 
The Rev. Robert A. Sansom of­
ficiating. Cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those so 
desiring may contribute to the 
B.C. Heart Foundation 401 — 612 
View street, Victoria, B.C.
NEW BEACON 
CROSSWALK
A crosswalk across Beacon 
Avenue at Resthaven will be 
installed as soon as the approval 
of the provincial department of 
highways has been obtained, a 
spokesman for the town of Sidney 
said Friday.
Lack of a cros.swalk at the 
intersection has created concern 
on the part of some Sidney 
residents, forced to either walk to 
Fifth or Seventh Street crossings, 
or to chance crossing without 
benefit of a crosswalk.
CUS/SST
STAG GRANT
A grant of $4,200 for the Sidney 
Teens Activity Group project was 
approved by the Community 
Chest Board last Thursday, 
YM/YWCA physical education 
director George Alliston told The 
Review.
Application for the grant has 
been the subject of a great deal of 
controversy amongst Sidney 
council members and members 
of the public in recent weeks.
Alliston said a steering com­
mittee is being formed to give 
direction to the project which will 
include the services of a qualified 
person working 20 hours a week 
with the Sidney teens.
An appointment is expected to
APPROVED





Parkland senior secondary 
school placed second in a 
basketball tournament held in the 
school on Friday and Saturday.
Winner of the two day event 
was Sir Winston Churchill school 
from Vancouver, with three wins 
in tl^e three games played. 
Parkland lost one game.
Other schools participating 
were Claremont Senior secon­
dary and Alberni senior high.
SIDNEY LANES LTD.
SUNDAY HIDDEN SCORE JACKPOT of *20” 
was won by PAM McCORD of Sidney.
N6w jackpot 
Starts Next Sunday.
DON'T FORGET FRIDAY NIGHT IS FAMILY NIGHT. 
CHILDREN FREE WHEN BOWLING WITH PARENTS.
Richard Mark Andrews, 1939 
Bowker road, pleaded guilty in 
Sidney Provincial Court Monday 
to a charge of being in the care 
and control of an automobile 
whilst he had a blood alcohol 
content of .14 per cent. He had 
been stopped by police officers on 
November 24. “Where had you 
been drinking?” asked Judge 
Denzil Ashby of Andrews.
“At my friend’s home in Vic­
toria.”
Andrews was fined $250.
Paul G. Sparling, 945 Downey 
Road, was fined $200 for failing to 
file an income tax return.
Fashlosi Eyewear with ea
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE PLASTIC EYES 
TERMS AVAILABLE
I pRESoisiPTim
^ 1025 Douglas St.
TRAIN AT HOME 
for an exciting career as
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
Learn how you may become a medical receptionist through bur 
home study program.
WRITE Today giving phone number to:
.'llraininq ^nAilute tsUtd,






1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
Duncan, B.C. 
102-9775 4th St. 
/Sidney, B.C.
Education. . Age. Phone.
Registered under the Trades Schools Regulation Act in the 
Province of Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia.
HEPBURN
In Sidney, B.C. on November 
26th, 1974, Miss Eva C. Hepburn. 
Born in Toronto, Ont., forinerly 
of Victoria, B.C., late residence 
Sidney, B.C. She leaves her 
sister, Mrs. John H. Page, Port 
Moody, B.C. and several nieces 
and nephews. Graveside service 
was held on Friday, November 
29th, 1974 at 1:30 p.m. at the 
Coquitlam Municipal Cemetery, 
Coquitlam, B.C. Rev. Ronald 
Sands officiating. Arrangements 
by the Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C.
V
■ FAST DAY 
PROCLAIMED
X Central/ Saanich Mayor Jean 
/ Butler /agreed- to proclaim 
/Thursday, Dec.T9 as the day/of , 
an International Awareness Fast 
/ in response to a request by Ox- / 
farii of Canada read a t the Council/ 
/ nrieetirig Monday.
//In a letter from pxfam it was 
explained that every family is 
being requested to go without its 
main meal for one day and send 
the estimated cost of that meal to 
Oxfam for direct famine relief in 
West Bengal and Biharo States.
More than 50,000,000 people in/ 
the Eastern Indian states of West 
Bengal and Bihar are facing 
imminent starvation, the letter 
said.
. It went on to say that Oxfam is 
seeking support by asking 
mayors to proclaim the Fast Day 
publicly in each city.
“If it would help one family, we 
should do it,” said Aid. Earl 
Tabor.
Council members were 
unanimous in their approval.
Fast Day donations may be 




4x4 Rough Cedar (Red) LIN K'r.
X 5 Rough Cedar (Red)
0x0 Rough Cedar (Redl
l x 4 Rgh. Red or Yellow cedar 
1 X 0 Rgh. Red or Yellow cedar 
1x8 Rgh. Red or Yellow cedar 
I X 10 Rough Red cedar
l x 12 Rough Red cedar
69* UN. FT. 
99* UN. FT.
U* UN. FT. 
16Vi* I.IN. FT.




«10 Soled Bevel Cedar Siding, 13 ft. and 14 ft. lengths 
And In Our Hardware Wo Hcivn-
THE LARGEST SELECTIOI
OF GIFTWARE EVER





0SMI34 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY, B.C.
... ....
SPECIAL STEREO "PACKAGE" #4778.
Enjoy high“ficlelity with features
I
/#-33'5:/Ster©o/^Headphiories/ /
Beproduce your favorite music for 
personal listening with remarkable 
fidelity and nnaximum Stereo separ­
ation. / 20-18000 ifz response, 
padded earphones, adjustable 
headband, 15 foot coiled cord- -
# 4778 ArVJ/Ff^ Ster®o ■ with 
built . in. 8 track player and 
record changer. 22 watt music 
power, slide controls for vol­
ume, bass, treble and speaker 
balance. S pec i a I c o nt ro I s f o r 
scratch, rumble, loudness fil­
ters/ Input jacks for guitar,/ 
headphone and six speakers. 
4-channei quadeffect with addi­
tional speakers.
Deluxe record changer with 
cue lever pla/ys all sizes and 
speeds, ceramic cartridge and 
diamonci stylus. Dust * coyer 
included.
1
Handsomoly-grairiod veneer stand and 
storage cabinet #MD205
Adds elegance to your room — v\)|iil(ii it saves 
space — a comploto music contor.
#KB S Now advanced design speakers
Feature 3-way air suspension system. 
8” high compliance woofer, 6" mid­
range cone, 3” tweeter. Vented treble,( 
enclosure for finest treble response 
and richer, deeper bass.
You got more for your money right down the line when the stereo 
you buy is by Soundesign. '
Save even more than usuel while these special “package" prices are 
in effect. Como see and hear thorn today. $299 95
ISLAND FURNITURE ‘
IMfART LTD.
9842 ■ 3rd ST., SIDNEY, B.C. 65G-3724 ^
"A Family Business Serving the Saanich Feiiinsula for over 20 years with
friendly Personal Service’*


















;j * 1 ‘ H j-i
.y\ii ‘ wt "l.fVi S ' , { » , ^ ^ I ^ A
'<0 Knit in 50% cotton, 50% poly blend — 
•y crow nock, long .sleeves. Largo number
i ^ j 5?, .1 P I .|‘T. V \ .....
on front, back and slcovo.s. 3-color com­
bination. Slze.s t to GX. A
AssoHcdrBmnrt ntylca.\''A»lUua- ■:s'l 
jrSi trnted or'selp front with collar or 
■: ■: turileneck' pullover-" 8tyle»"’;As- 
;j;;,:s6rlcdiiColora,¥8l!aB«S:S,':'M,'':l*;’''A''- 
!;:''ploaB!ngr-'pra«tlcat:;iitft:-tor:iUi©; 
fashlon-wlae ladlca on your ll«l.
SPECIAL 
Eoch
ti p,. * i ^ ' J ^ 1( ^
Great gift for dad! Ughtweight ^ 
orlbn. Acrylic knit by Caldwell. n 
'f:" Tlio':'iH>rfoct;'color-cued-'"Bhlrt"'to-‘;''^*:Jn’'' 
0, j^-weajr.f^uruteKblOOTiSi!^ LL'L
; ■• l(ill»-knltv.'Cuff8i.''nnd5.'wrlBtB. Ab*'





:.»• ,,..1... wit i I 1 fl. .,1. .V. ( ... ....... V. . . . ..
/ \ .stylas, Bize.s S (0-1.5 lbs.), L (15-20
X .......JlbH, I. A Bnnta’s .Special lilfl lioxed.
100%i lir 'd nylon sleeper, in 
Wliile dv lied, (Xoiee of fo\ir cute
All
Ciinadian





|-» f^jjgv , ’i ^ *:
Quality, long sleeved shirt with button cuffs, point col­




I dress sc 
I teed to 
] are ass(
LADiiS': BETTEM ^ BLOUSif:
Smart styles to perk up any wardrobe. Carefully ■ 
fashioned better blouses, in a variety of styles. Avail- .
able in assorted cbloi’s, sizes 10 to 20. .
Single breasted double knit polyester blazer Avith 3- 
button closing. Regular sizes 10 to 18. Colors: Navy or 









Opaciue nylon, a luxury fabric.- 
Doublefold sheer nylon ruffle r 
trim round neckline and hem. ’t 
Pretty patterned nylon overlay 
covers entire garment. As^rtea j , 
colors of Blue, Pink, Gold. Sizest^^^^ ^ 





1007o acetate tricot quilted robe 
Peter Pan collar, front button
opening, In or-out tie belt.^ .Side 
fjinsh ■ " ’ *’slas pockets, elbow lengtli 
sleeve.s. Assorted colors — Pink, 




ii t ' Vl00% printed A mol bikini btleh 
U 4 1 assorted pi»tterns and w
ora in smart gilt box, &lzf'« “i 
12-M. hji ii# S'
\






100% acrylic cardigan knit in a soft fine interlock with cable 
front. Color matching 5-button front, two lower pockets. Machine 
wash and tumble dry. Retains its smooth fit and looks after wash­
ings. Assorted colors include Navy, Beige, Brown. Sizes: S-M-L- 
XL.




A new sports success for dad — 100% polyester Pongee, cut with 
a casual flare that boasts wear-any-where status. Machine wash 
and tumble dry — needs little or no ironing. Colors; White, Blue, 






I Socks are always a welcome gift, l x 1 rib
I dress socks in 95% nylon, 5% Lycra. Guaran- 
; teed to stay up. Stretch sizes 10 to 13. Colors 
1 are assorted. Rear buy!




: 100% acrylic fohcy knit driving gloves with 
fl sturdy cowhide fl palm elasticized wrists. 
; Colors: Brown or Beige, in a sizes S-M-L. 
‘ Quality gift! ^ ^
' fl
A neat fitting casual shirt 
and yestf set^ in an easy-care ; 
blend fabric. Sport shirt color 
matched to a plain V-neck 
pullover. Colors: Brown, 
Green, Blue, in sizes S-M-L- 
XL, A great value! Great
V|V
folding slippers in carrying pouch. Plush |FV ^ 
pile vamp with vinyl quarter and soles for 























Acrylic knit, long sleeve 









with ombroldory trim, 



















epir fortrol double 
’/i'ljo.xer pant with zip fly. 
Matching ; top. Colore: 
Nav^ or Brown, In sizes
"■ ’: . #*'14
yi’ryft I hy l':• />M-■
Sot
Toddlor
Boys' Double Knli* ®oy8* Spoff‘1 Littlci Boys'
7
klnl brie ft 
ns and wj
8-10
2.nlcTO, regular stylo flan- 
nc etto pyjamna, Novelty 
print In boys' and girls’ 
atylos. Assorted colors, In 
sizes 2.3.3X. Give the 
youngator cosy warmth!
iflfl ii f fl,;; fl
Acrylie double knit. Smart 
Kkl stripe pattern, crow 
neck. Maelilno washable! 
Assorlod colors Include 
Navy, Heel, Wliilc, Brown. 
Sizi's: S.M-lrXL, Terrific 
gift!
Ea.sy.oare fabric - 0.5% 
polyester, .35% cotton, Hog. 
ular collar, long sleeves, 
2.buHon cuffs. Machine 
wnshnlile. Solid colors: 








acrylic cardigan with 
zip front clo.sIng. Smart 
contrast trim on collar nn^l 
cuffs. Available in Hod dr 
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Set
Each 0^ ■ iV'd'w
A smart set in durable plastic with 
ceramic handles and tops. Set con­
sists of Salt and Pepper set, oil, vine­
gar server, spoon and fork. i 
boxed.
The unit comes with heatproof glass/ 
lid serving bowl — 4-quart capacity. 
Keeps com hot until the_ last 
has disappeared. Teflon II base. De­
tachable cord. Perfect for year ’round 
entertaining.
4m|_ 1
' ■ / ■■-'
m
v’ U'/\'imii
IPlii ■ :;r?,5 Jj; , !■ V
I 1 ' Set
' »lv 1 |f4'i ' ‘ Polynesian tabac 4-piece men’s gift set—
!' '* L'vtwutTT^''^ —J iw5 '! 4-02 after shave, 4-oz. cologne, soap and




H»fiimvt/r\Mnr; TWPlfliir^S feTmTCl*“S«]!e«tuDinr., tfai oa® Moiras bniml.
12>oat.. bo* o'l qiaalKy
sO'VtctI haird! and! soCtt







or f>\4 oz. Attractive Gold and
fSd design. "Ziing festive time Chrl'itmaa and 
New Year.
,•3. '^ ’tj, ■ v‘V'. ■




®ft'Value, Set . , < '■ * '4. 1 ^
The hit contalrijs all jy’^'iiJJ.oraUver
U,"to”'?anX.r&pl« wilh im.rurtlonu.
[UORK IRMM
comiiii-w ™',k"!r hSm44!‘5" iISp ,'.S',m ™n™1545i5mN5"kj'’t.n5>uw“^ Amo i"-" »<“'
Sw^Ur'^o.-" 1«15 O,oi,„ or »»:o,-,...r »■,«, rin-,,, Voloo'
' ....... i^iecos. Heal nuy.
i'i!',:'-! ‘‘J-"
' ''
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n<wii»rpacK. u>in<.'ct* vhiv.i., j-- *
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H\Ubn'<>n IIMUH..IUI livnim, nvtvi |
bulbs, ('h lcc f oKJ rttsl hcIk, (Ivcm value,
Soti'4 !;■
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